
DISC SYSTEMS

Disc systems for the
ATOM and BBC micro

BBC micro with single disc drive and printer. The cover shows a BBC micro
with a double disc drive.

If, like me, you find using cassettes
with your micro tedious then the
recent announcement of disc
systems for the Acorn Atom and
BBC computer will be just what you
have been waiting for.
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-0 more fiddling with the
volume control, no accidental
overlapping of files, nothing lost by
trying to record on the tape leader,
and everything happens so much
more quickly. Take loading a 16K
program as an example. Using the
disc on my BBC model B it takes
three seconds! And it works without
hiccups every time. A complete
catalogue of the disc takes only
one second!
If you have never used a disc

system before, you probably find
my euphoria a bit puzzling. Well, to
put you in the picture, ponder on
these facts for a moment or two.

• To get from one end of a tape to
the other means winding the
whole length of the tape past the
read/write head. This takes time
because there are umpteen feet
of it. To perform more or less the
same task the disc drive
read/write head moves across
the spinning disc. It covers a
distance of about 1.5 inches and
takes less than one second.

• The computer never knows
where to find anything on a tape.
You have to keep your own
records u'sing the tape counter.

The disc system does this
automatically; you only have to
type a file name, the computer
does the rest.

• To catalogue a tape means
playing it all the way through.
Cataloguing a disc is almost
instantaneous.

• A special feature of the disc
systems is random access. This
feature allows you to read or
write any small sections of a file.

he ATOM and BBC disc units
are different products, but they
have a lot in common. We will deal
with each in turn.
The ATOM disc pack provides

92 K bytes of storage on a standard
5.25" singled-sided 40-track floppy
disc. It contains:

• An Olivetti disc-drive.

• The Disc Operating System
(DOS) in ROM.

• An Acorn disc controller card.

• 3K bytes of RAM.
• 5v and 12v regulated power
supplies.

• A comprehensive instruction
manual.

The unit plugs directly into the
mains electricity supply and into
the ATOM bus-extension-socket.
The ATOM needs modification
before connecting the disc unit,
and these changes are fully
described in the manual. You can

do them yourself or, they can be
done by an Acorn dealer.
The disc supplied with the unit

contains some useful utility
programs, which are explained in
the manual.
Some new facilities are provided

with the disc system, inc\ud\ng the
'DOS commands'. Direct commands
are those you can enter from the
keyboard. They must be preceded
by a '*' which tells the computer
that it is a DOS command.
Filenames of up to 7 characters are
allowed. The commands may be
abbreviated as shown below.

*DOS *CAT *DIR *TITLE
*SETx *USEx *LOCK
*UNLOCK *INFO *MON
*NOMON *SAVE *LOAD
*DELETE *G0 *RUN
*EXEC

The ATOM Disc Pack costs £345
including VAT, p & p by direct mail
order from Acorn Computers.

• How some facts about the BBC
Disc System. Either a single-side
disc or a pair of 80 track double-
sided discs are available for the
BBC model B computer. These
provide about 100K bytes and
800K bytes storage respectively. If
you wish to upgrade your computer
to a disc machine then this should
be done by an Acorn dealer.
A comprehensive manual and a

disc containing example programs
and utilities are supplied in the disc
pack.
Direct commands include the

following:

*ACCESS *BACKUP *BUILD
*CAT ^COMPACT *COPY
*DELETE ^DESTROY *DIR
*DRIVE *DUMP *ENABLE
*EXEC *HELP *INFO *UB
*LIST *LOAD *OPT 1 *OPT
4 *RENAME *RUN *SAVE
*SPOOL *TITLE *TYPE
*WIPE

All these are explained in the Disc
System User Guide which also
includes sections on Random
Access Files and the use of the
disc system with assembler
language programs.
The single disc drive for the

BBC micro costs £265 including
VAT and can be ordered directly
from Acorn Computers.
So whether you have an ATOM

or a BBC micro, the tremendous
advantages of a disc system are
now open to you.
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GRAPHIC
ON THE CHEA
Matthew Bates takes one of the
cheapest printers around - the ZX machine - and
tags it onto the end of an Atom
Mclost modern computers have a
printer interface, but now a printer is
often more expensive than the com
puter itself. An exception is the
Sinclair ZX printer. This article is for
those of you who don't own a ZX81
but still want to connect this printer
to your own system. The software is
designed for the Atom but could be
adapted for the BBC micro.

The printer works in the following
way. A small metal stylus is dragged
across the aluminium-coated paper
at high speed. When a dot is
required the stylus is turned on
causing a large current to flow
through the aluminium, vaporising it
and exposing the black paper
underneath. The printer does in fact
have two styli mounted on a
continuous rotating belt to avoid delay
while the stylus returns. The paper is

fed continuously, driven by a worm
gear linked to a belt drive. The
simple DC motor has no speed
regulation which means that some
form of feedback is required to
ensure the dots are put in the
correct place. This is provided by an
encoder disc connected to the belt
drive which sends 256 pulses as the
stylus crosses the paper. The
software listens for these pulses and
only prints a dot when it receives a
pulse.
To the Z80 in the ZX81 the printer

appears as a single input/output
port located at #FB. (# in Atom
Basic means hex.) Z80's have
separate I/O addressing and when
the IORQ line is taken low it means
that the CPU wants to access an I/O
port and not a memory location. The
address of this port is given by the
lower eight bits of the address bus.

Figure 1. (a) Table shows B

connections between Atom and
printer

(b) ZX printer connection

/^7 printer

sideB
side A

Jmjm. t^-*
*w V

from computer's side
(c) PL6 Eurocard c

connector from behind Atom
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Sinclair has cheated a bit here and
uses only A2, instead of decoding all
eight, which has the advantage that
you only have to take IORQ and A2
low (Ov) to enable the printer. The
Atom has a 6502 which doesn't have
separate I/O addressing but it's
simple to wire the printer as a
normal memory location using
NB400 on PL8. NB400 is a ready-
decoded, active low, enable line
intended for the Econet interface -
so if you are using Econet you will
have to locate the printer elsewhere.

I wo other Z80 control lines are
needed by the printer, RD and WR.
RD is taken low to read from a
location and taking WR low causes
the data on the bus to be written to a
location. The atom has two similar
signals called NRDS and NWDS
generated on board. (Respectively
they mean 'not read data strobe' and
'not write data strobe'.) The rest of
the wires to the printer are five data
lines and three power (Ov, 5v and
9v). The data lines have the following
functions;
• DO is a signal from the encoder
disc in the printer which sends a
pulse at each dot position so
successive scans can be made to
line up.

• D1; when the motor is on a 1 in
this bit makes the motor run at a
slower speed.

• D2; 1 = turn motor off, 0 = turn
motor on.

• D3, D4 and D5 are not used.
• D6 is always low and indicates
the printer is connected.

D7 serves two functions. When used
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as an output it controls the stylus, a
1 causes a current to flow through
the stylus and produce the dot.
When used as an input it indicates
when the stylus hits the edge of the
paper.
One of the faults of the ZX printer

is the rather cumbersome connector
which mounts between the ZX81
and the RAM pack. Even more
annoying is the incredibly short
length of cable between it and the
printer. Unless you are prepared to
invalidate the guarantee by removing
this connector you will have to
purchase a 23-way edge connector
to mate with it. Wires soldered to this
can then be taken to the Atom's
eurocard bus which appears on PL6.
You can either solder them directly
to the PCB or use the proper
eurocard plug and socket. The pin to
pin connections are shown in figure
1. Only one wire cannot go to PL6
and that is the 9v which must come
from the power supply included with
the printer. Again, use a 3.5mm jack
socket so you don't ruin the PSU
and invalidate the guarantee.
Figure 1 indicates that NB400 is

on pin 24b of the eurocard bus. In
fact on a normal Atom this pin is

unused so to make it available here
you should solder a piece of wire
from pin 4 on PL8 (see the Atom
hardware manual) to pin 24b on the
eurocard bus PL6. This allows the
NB400 signal to enable the printer
when it is linked to the IORQ. Note
that A2 isn't needed any more, but it
must be tied to Ov.

I he data lines on PL6 are not
actually present unless IC4 is
plugged in. IC4, the data bus buffers,
is not supplied even with the fully
expanded Atom, but as the printer
doesn't present much of a load to
the 6502's data bus it can be
replaced by wire links as in figure 2.
(Even if you do have IC4 in your
Atom you can't use it because it
won't be enabled by NB400.)
The printer now appears as a

single memory location at B400 and
if you have connected it up properly
typing ?#B400=4 should cause it to
burst into action. Type ?#B400=0 to
stop it again.
Program 1 controls the printer. It

provides two functions the first of
which is to take all the characters
sent to the Atom's VDU and send
them to the printer as well, so you

can have hard copies of listings and
program runs. Second, it can dump
the whole of the graphics mode 4
onto the printer inversing it if
required.
The first part is achieved by

changing the address of the write
character routine (OSWRCH), normally
set to #FE52, to the address of the
new routine. This is possible
because the Atom uses vectors, that
is many of the operating system
routines' addresses are stored in
zero page memory and the operating
system looks at these first to see
where to jump.
By storing a new address in these

locations any user-written routine
can be 'patched' into the operating
system.
The patched-in routine starts at

LL20 and its first job is to check for
the new control codes. Control B will
enable the printer and control C will
disable it. Their actual effect is to
change what is stored in location
#FE, a flag to indicate whether the
printer is enabled or not. It then
prints the character to the VDU by
calling the subroutine at #FE55. After
that it tests to see whether the printer
is enabled and if it is, it jumps to the

Program 1

>L
10 REM PRINTER CONTROLLER
20 DIM LL40
22 FORJ= 0TO48.:LLJ = #348O;N.
25 D=#B488
30 FORJ = 0TO1 sP ,$21;P=83738
48E\MRKE PATCH
45 : LL48LDR8LL20X256 j STfl#208 J L

E>fi8LL28v256,*STR#209j RTS
46\PRINT LINE
58:LL8LDR82 .:STROsLDRS8:STfl#?3

;STfl#73;JSRLL2
68:LL1JSRLL2;LDX88
78:LL3LC-fl#21C,X;CNP818;8E6LL4

75 STR#71jLDfle8;STfl#72)LDV§3
S© : LL5RSLtf7t ; R0L#72; DEV ; BNELL

98 LDV*79jCLCjL0fl#72iftDC8*38I
5Tfl#72iLDfl<#71 >, V.: STX#75j JSRLL6 '
188 LDX#75.:INX;CPX??32:BN£LL3
110 :LL4INCtr78;LDfl#78; CMP88;BNE

LLi;LDfl@4;STflD:RTS
120\MflRGIN
138:LL2LDfl82: STflD
158:LL9LDRD: RND8*88 J BEQLL9
155:LL38LDRD:P.ND01;BEQLL38;LDH

£2.: STflD; RTS
168\PRINT BVTE

DH#74.: EOR(?#FF; STfi#74
188:LL10LDX87
190 :LL1lLDYiM :LDR#74:RND8128;B

HELL12;LDR0130.:STRDIJSRLL14
208 LDR82:STfiD;JMPLL13
219:LL12LDflft2jSTRDjJSRLL14;LDP

92;STRD
228 :LL13RSLft74 ;DEX ;BPLLL1 1;RTS
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240:LL8LOfi{?2 :STflD
258:LL14LDRD;AND81
268;LL15LDRD:RND81 '

27QSNEW OSURCH
280:LL28STfl#23F;CMP8

BNELL14
BEQLL15 RTS

BEQLL21
CHP@3jBEt3LL22;LDfl#23F,<3SR!FE55285 PHRjPHP:TXfl;PHfl TYR-PHR

T_388.'LL21Lt>fi88;STfl#FE;STfl#23C;J?
"318 :LL22L0R81 6; STfl#FE.; RTS
328:LL23LDfl#23F;CMP818;BEQLL26

jCHP&32JBMILL25
. 325:LL26LDY#23C;STfi#21C,VjCMPS
•is; BEwLL24

338 INC#23C;LDR#23CsCNP§32;BE8
LL24j:LL25PLft;TRV;PLR:TflX

335 PLP;PLfl;RTS
348:LL24LDR83:STfl#23CjJSRLL8;F

LRjTRYjPLfliTRXjPLP;PLfl;RTS
358\C0PY MODE 4
355:LL34LDR81;JNPLL31+2
368 :LL31LDR88.: STfl#73 jLDR0*88 ;S

TB#7B;LDR88.:STR#7R.:LDfl82; STRD
378:LL32LDY@8jJSRLL2
388:LL33LDfl';#7fl> ,V; STY#7C; JSRL

L6jLDY#7CjINV:CPY032:BNELL33
398 LDR#7fl;CLC;RDC832;STR#7R;L

DR#7B« RDC00: STfi#7B.: CMP8#98
395"BNELL32;LDR@4;STRD;RTS
488]
418 N.;P.$6
438 END

LiStiftg 1
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send character routine LL23,
otherwise it returns from OSWRCH.
Printing characters on the printer is
not as simple as sending them one
by one because the ZX printer can
only deal with whole lines at a time.
Instead each character that is to be
printed is stored in a 32-character
software buffer starting at #21C (free
locations on the Atom) which is only
printed out either when the buffer is
full or when it receives a carriage
return character.
Printing the contents of the buffer

is done by LLO. As the characters
are formed on an eight-by-eight dot
matrix, eight scans of the stylus are
required for each line. However to
make it more legible I have added
on extra blank scan between each
line. On a single scan it takes
successive characters from the
buffer and uses their ASCII code to
find their position in the table. This
table is a series of bit patterns and
each byte in the table defines one
row of the matrix which means that
eight bytes are required to store one
characters definition. The Atom has
64 ASCII characters (128 if you
include inverse characters) but I

continued on page 62 •
Program 3

CD D5 D9 DD DD FF E3 DD DD DD
DD DD E3 FF C3 DD DD C3 DF DF
DF FF E3 DD DD DD D5 DB E5 FF

FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF F7 F7 o C' DD DD C3 D7 DB DD FF El DFF7 F7 FF FF F7 FF EB EB EB FF DF E3 FD FD C3 FF Cl F7 F7 F7FF FF FF FF EB EB Cl EB Ci EB F7 F7 F7 FF DD DD DD DD DD DDEB FF F7 El D7 E3 F5 C3 F7 FF E3 FF DD DD DD DD DD EB F7 FFCD FB F7 EF D9 F9 FF F7 EB DD DD DD D5 D5 D5 EB FF DD DD
EB E? D5 DB E5 FF FB F? EF FF E3 F7 EB DD DD FF DD DD DD EB
FF FF FF FF FB F7 EF EF EF F7 F 7 F7 F7 FF Cl FD FB F7 EF DF
FB FF EF F7 FB FB FB F7 EF FF Ci FF E3 EF EF EF EF EF E3 FF
FF F7 D5 E3 D6 F7 FF FF FF F7 sr tr DF EF F7 FB FD FF FF E3 FB
F7 Ci F7 F7 FF FF FF FF FF FF FB FB FB FB E3 FF F7 EB DD FF
FF F7 F7 EF FF FF FF Cl FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
FF FF FF FF FF FF FF F7 F7 FF FF CI DF EF F7 FF FF FF FF FFF F FD FB F7 EF DF FF FF E3 DD FF FF E3 FD El DD El FF DF DF
D 9 D5 CD DD E3 FF F7 E7 F7 F? DF C3 DD DD C3 FF FF FF Fl EF EF7 F7 E3 FF E3 DD FD FB F7 EF EF EF Fl FF FD FD FD El DD DD
CI FF CI FB F? FB FD DD E3 FF El FF FF FF F3 ED El EF F3 FF
FB FZ EB DB CI FB FB FF CI DF FB F5 F7 E3 F 7 F7 F7 FF FF FF
C v5 FD FD DD E3 FF F3 EF DF C3 F3 ED ED Fl FD F3 EF EF EF E3
DD DD E3 FF ci FD FB F7 EF EF ED ED ED FF FF F7 FF E7 F7 F7
EF FF E3 DD DD E3 DD DD E3 FF F.3 FF FF FB FF FB FB FB EB F7
E3 DD DD El FD FB E7 FF FF FF EF EF EF EB E7 EB ED FF E7 F7
F 7 F7 FF F7 F7 FF FF FF F7 F7 F7 F7 F7 F7 E3 FF FF FF EB D5
F F F7 F7 EF FB F7 EF DF EF F7 D5 DD DD FF FF FF F3 ED ED ED
F B FF FF FF Cl FF Cl FF FF FF ED FF FF FF F3 ED ED ED F3 FF |
EF F7 FB FD FB F7 EF FF E3 DD FF FF E3 ED ED E3 EF EF FF FF
F B F7 F? FF F7 FF E3 DD Di D5 F.3 DB DB E3 FB F9 FF FF E9 E7
hi DF. E3 FF E3 DD DD Cl DD DD EF EF EF FF FF FF E3 DF E3 FD
DD FF C3 DD DD C3 DD DD C3 FF E3 FF FF F7 E3 F7 F7 F7 FB FF
f y. DD DF DF DF DD E3 FF C7 DB FF FF DB DB DB DB El FF FF FF
DD DD DD DB C7 FF CI DF DF C3 DO DD DD EB F7 FF FF FF DD DDp. C7 DF CI FF Ci DF DF C3 DF DF D 5 D5 EB FF FF FF DD EB F7 EB
D F FF El DF DF D9 DD DD El FF DD FF FF FF ED ED ED Fl FD F3
D D DD DD CI DD DD DD FF E3 F7 FF FF Ci FB F7 EF Cl FF F9 F7
F 7 F7 F7 F7 E3 FF El FB FB FB F7 CF F7 F7 F9 FF 88 FF FF FF
FS DB E7 FF DD DB D7 CF D7 DB FF FF FF FF CF F r F7 F9 F7 F7
DO FF DF DF DF DF DF DF Cl FF CF FF FF FF EF D5 FB FF FF FF
dd C9 D5 D5 DD DD DD FF DD DD Do EB D5 EB D5 EB D5 EB

Listing 3.
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Colour monitors which take
separate TTL inputs for red, green
and blue are becoming much more
common.

So it is frustrating for Atom
owners with access to these
monitors to find the Atom colour
card only giving a UHF signal for a
colour television.
So how can the signals be taken

directly from the VDU driver chip
(6847 - designed originally for use
with an American colour system)
and be decoded into separate
colour signals?
The main part of the circuit

provides signals for the four logical
colours of the Atom's colour
display (figure 1).
To translate these into actual

colours, and to produce the red,
green and blue signals, you will
need one or more of the other three
circuits (figures 2-4).
Figure 5 shows three possible

arrangements of these circuits.
One produces the standard

Atom colours (red, green, blue and
yellow).
The second choice is to use a

patch panel, so the required
combination of colours for each of
colours 0 to 3 can be selected.
And the most complex circuit

gives a choice of either the
standard set of Atom colours, or a
set which can be selected on the
patch panel. You can also switch
between the two colour sets by
using one of the spare output lines
on the 8255 adapter, eg PC3.

I he heart of the whole decoding
system consists of three main parts
represented by the three integrated
circuits (figure 1) IC1 takes the
three colour signals oA, oB and
CB, and decodes them to a two-bit
binary number. This is turned into
four individual lines, one for each
colour, by the two to four line
decoder, IC3.
The halves of IC2 take the

composite video signal and, by
comparing it with two different
levels, produce fly-back blanking
and a synchronisation signal.
The synchronising signal is

positive-going, but if a negative-
going signal is needed, you can
either invert it by using a spare TTL
gate, or reverse the connections to
pins 9 and 10 - on IC2, the positive
and negative inputs to the

ACORN USER OCTOBER
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Paul Beverley unravels the colours
for frustrated Atomists with TTL monitors

Figure 1. Main decoding circuit.

ATOM

D1 - 0A91 ,OA47, etc

Figure 2. Decoding for standard colours - R, G, B, Y.
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...

Figure 3. Buffering for colours
0,1,2,3 plus colour selection

Figure 4. Switching circuits -
standard/patch panel colours
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Figure 5. Possible circuit arrangements, (a) standard Atom colours
(b) selection of colour combinations (c) colour set selection

comparator.
Adding the output of PA4 from

the adapter to the blanking circuit
is not absolutely necessary, but
blanks the screen in text-only
modes. To get the blanking
occurring at the correct level, a pre
set is provided to set the current
level. The other pre-set adjusts the
level for the synchronising pulses.

figure 2 shows the simplest
colour selection circuit. It produces
green for colour 0, yellow for colour
1, blue for colour 2, and red for
colour 3. If you use a 74LSOO for
this, it leaves a single gate which
can be used as an inverter/buffer
for the synchronising signals if
needed.
The idea of the patch panel

(figure 3) is that any of the colours
0 to 3 can be connected to any or
all of the three gun colours, so
each of the four logical colours
could be given an actual colour of
red, blue, green, yellow (R + G),
cyan (B + G), magenta (R + B), or
white (R + B + G).
They could even produce black

by being left unconnected. And
figure 4 shows how to change from
the standard colour set (G,Y,B,R) to
the set selected by the patch panel.
The construction of this unit is

straightforward. Because of the
high frequencies involved, the
circuits ought to be built on good

Standard
colour
decoder

Colour
switching
circuit

quality circuit boards, but the
prototype was buillt on standard
0.1" Veroboard and appeared to
work.
So it seems unnecessary to go

to the trouble of producing a board
for just one circuit. Most
connections needed are-available
on various connectors on the back
of the Atom, the only exception
being PA4 of the adapter which
has to be taken directly from pin 40
of the 8255.
There is plenty of room on the

back of the Atom case to put a
single socket of some sort to make
the unit detachable. But if you build
the unit neatly it could be mounted
inside the case, the output to the
monitor being put onto a multi-way
connector such as a 6-way din
socket as used on the BBC
microcomputer.

T o use PC3 for selection of colour
sets, you will have to break link 5
on the Atom board to disconnect it
from the 6847 video generator.
This is the only disadvantage -

the Acorn PAL encoder, being
analogue and not digital, allows
you to use the 6847's alternate
colour set by changing PC3.
Although you can get cyan and

magenta, there is no way with a
simple on-off system like this to
mimic the 6847's buff and orange
colours. ft
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JulyCompetitionWinners
Readers were invited in Issue One
to submit programs to deal a pack
of cards and to simulate the
throwing of the dice in the
Waddington's game of Risk. The
competition produced a torrent of
entries, many of which were of
outstanding quality.

Commiserations to those who
know they wrote brilliant programs,
but haven't won! It wasn't easy and
few people who tackled it got the
question of the odds at Risk
correct. In a nutshell, there are
7,776 different combinations of the
dice. On 2,275 occasions the
attacker will lose two armies, on
2,890 the defender will lose two.
The rest of the time they lose one
each. The odds therefore favour the
attacker significantly. This confirms
what I always thought when I used
to play the game. If you believe
someone is going to attack, you

It might have looked easy—

Attacker Defender
dice throw dice throw

6,4,4

6,4,4

6,4,4

6,4

6,3

5,3

Result

Attacker loses 2

Both lose 1

Defender loses 2

should get your own attack in first
even if you have a smaller army- at
least you can use the odds to make
your enemy's losses greater.
After weeding out those with

bugs, those which were illiterate (I
grew tired of seeing 'Attacker
looses two armies'), and those
which lacked imagination, we were
left with a hardcore of some 30
talented programs. The winners
(chosen with the aid of a
bloodthirsty 13-year-old cousin and
a long-suffering girlfriend who
hates computers but loves cards)
were as follows:

Russell Ward, 30(a) Fairholme Rd,
London W14
W.S. Powell, 22 Broadland Close,
Kingswinford, W. Midlands
R.W. Martin, 82 Willmot Road,
Sutton Coldfield, W. Midlands
P.J. Beaven, 73 Waterloo Rd,
Crowthorne
M.W. Case, 109 Ferry Rd,
Hullbridge, Hockley, Essex
Joan New, 26 Wardo Avenue,
London SW6
R.W. & E.D. Prager, Old School
House, Elsleck, Skipton, Yorks
R.A. Scott, 22 Tabley Close,
Knutsford, Cheshire
S.A. Mills, 17 Rounton Rd, Church
Crookham, Fleet, Hants
M. Sein (Address not supplied -
please let us know!)

Their names are now being added
to our computer mailing list for a
year's free subscription to Acorn
User.
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Word processing
In October, Matthew Bates hooked up his Atom to a Sinclair
printer Here he makes use of this inexpensive combination

46
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I his article will turn the Atom and
ZX Printer into a useful word
processor, and it can be used as a
text editor.
The best feature is the program's

ease of use, because what you see
on the screen is identical to what is
stored in the memory. New to Atom
owners will be the function which
inserts one space and shifts
everything after it along one place.
Scrolling is automatic, so that,
except when near the beginning or
the end of the text, you will always
be typing on the middle line of the
screen.

As the Atom displays inverse
characters when shift is pressed, it
can sometimes be easy to lose the
cursor. To solve this the program
generates a flashing cursor using
real-time interrupts from the VIA
(note that LK2 must be fitted to the
Atom board).
The program is written entirely in

assembler, requiring just over 5k of
text space. This won't fit in a normal
12k Atom's lower text space, so
before you enter the program type:
?18=#82;NEW

Now it will be stored in the
graphics memory. When the
program is run, the machine code
will be assembled into the lower
text space. It is advisable to save
the assembler now because it will
be deleted as soon as the machine
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code is run. Note the machine
code is saved separately by the
program and will prompt you when
it is ready.
Machine code means you can

type much faster with this word
processor than you can with the
Atom's normal line editor. It is also
less prone to key-bouncing
because it scans the keyboard
twice belore accepting anything.
Text typed in is stored as 128

lines of 32 characters and the top
line of the screen always shows
what line you are on. The rest of the
screen is a 'window' on the text.
This is possible because the text is
stored as VDU codes rather than
ASCII. So displaying the window is
simply a matter of copying the text
straight into the screen memory.
This makes it easy to scroll up or
down because all the program has
to do is change the address of the
window.
Although it may seem odd the

program does in fact do all the
processing on the text stored
internally and copies the window
onto the screen every time a
change is made, such as typing a
character.
Run the program with:
*RUN"WP"

or

LINK#2900

if it is already in the memory. The
keyboard will now work just like a
typewriter in that upper case
characters are got by pressing shift
(these will appear as inverse).

tditing is simply a matter of
moving the cursor to the desired
place with the normal cursor
control keys and re-typing the
mistake. The new control keys are:

DEL Delete (same as Atom's)
CTRL&DEL Destructive delete
SHFT&DEL Insert
CTRL&* Home cursor
CTRL&N New
CTRL&P Print text
CTRL&S Save text on tape
CTRL&L Load text from tape
CTRL&U Page up
CTRL&D Page down

Finally, remember that if you want
to print out some text, load the
printer program before you run the
word processor.
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338 : LL13CLC: fi£»C#93 ; STR#93 ; LDB#
94 ; BDC&Q; STfi#94:i %T'~.
348MNTERRUPT ROUTINE
358{LLi4LDfl#B884;TVR:PHR:TX&iF

HR;DEC#96;BNELL15;LDR@8;STR#96"'
3 6 0 J S R#F E6 6
378 LDVi?8; LDR<#98> , Vj E0R£#S3;-L

DV@8;STR<#98>/V
388 :LL 15PLR.: TAX; PLfi.; TRV ;PLRj RT

398\L0GK FOR FUNCTION KEVS
4 8 0 : L L 2 L DX§ ft
410:LL48LDft#288©.X;BE&LL44:C«P

#95;BEQLL45; IHH ; JNPLL48
428iLL44RTS
430:LL4ixLDR#2820.tf;STRS2Sy;LDfj

#2848, X.: STft#28i ; JMFLL46
448 ! LL4LDX818 i JMPLL48
458; LL6LDK5M4 ; JMPLL48
4 6 8 ; LL2 I PHP ; CLD} J f1 P # FFB1
4?8\RbCII TO SCREEN

f488sLL22CHP£32jBPLLL23jL&fie"32s
493:LL23CMP£64;BPLLL24;RrS
588 jLL24CMP@96;BPLLL25;SEC jSBC

&6 4} R T S
518:LL25CLC:RDC@32jRTS
5 2 8 \ D I S P L R V h) I ND 0 U
538;LL29LDfi§#SSjSTfl#98;JripLL32

548 :LL38LD'R'&#9&; STB#93 i LDA§32 s
STR#9?j JMPLL32 ' tr7Ufc"-'

558:LL27LDR@8,'STR#97jLDR#99jCH
F!?7; BMILL29 ;CMP@I21 jBP4.LL38

5 6 8 S E C ;S B C § 7 ;S T fi £ 9 7 ;L D ft § 8 ; S T H
# 9 S ;L D X @ 5

P

598:LL28LDftC#97>; V -• ^TRZQQve V •IHV|BHELL28)JSR#FE6B J"*^L'^
688 sLL29LDfK #88 >,V;STB#8i 28.V;

INY}BHELL29;RTS ' "
618 sLL33Lt>R%99 JCWP&127 JBE©! ! 51

— 6Sft hP8?99lic^Pe8jB11ILL34jCHP&?21 jBPLLL34jLDB$32
___ b38 !LL3S5EC i STfi#S8.: LDfi#98 .: S8C#

648 STfi#98;LDa#9i ;SSC§8;STH#9i
658 jLL34RTS

^ 668:LL51LDR@32; JSRLL33; LDR832 J
JSRLL58JRTS '

678\CLERR MEMORY
TQ*on !LL85L-0R§#8S;STfi#8 1;LDM8 ?S

698:LL37LDV88

788 jLL36LDR@32; STRC#88> ,V ?EHV :
BNELL36.:INC#8I;LDR#8i:CMP8#9§"

728 BNELL37:JMPLL87
728MNC LH
7 3 8 ;L L 3 9 L D X & 7
74@:LL4iLDR#8888,XjCLCjfiDC£l*C

MP858:BNELL48\ LDR@48i5TR#8888,k
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• from page 47

758
768
778
7S8
t?47
798

C'EX;-7MPLL41
j-L48STfl#88S8.X:RTS
LL42LDX87 " '
LL43LDfi#80e0,,X:SEC;SBC@1-C

l!l-EI!IlsiyNCTI0N

8&ti RTb
j.878:LL50SEC;STR#8fi'Lr'a«^l.cpr£M4iS?EI«fc?§*9*'*"*tf§?Ift?BM
. . 988 CHP.8i'28;BPLLL53;-L1>R&32;JNP
T«3ili8i!5ILg5tfiift"2jiJSRLLi2jLDflt32;
928:LL97

^ 998;LL58LDfiei;JSRLLI2
RLLt3jR.TS "
1080MNSERT fl SPRGES

:- -jr55LDR§I JJSRLL58jLDR8i jJSRL|i||'̂ Ve8;LDR@32jSTflC#93.>;v
cjlRLL5^6L£>ft#99;flHD@#iF.iBNELL57
RLL3!;|^7L^^;^RLL58.:LDflLBijJS

LDR@i•js

STfl#82

> . V

:HPi?121jBPLLL78
LLlI,t^Illf^|^50{LDR8240;JSLL58-fLDR#997sECySBcil5}228 bTR#99jLDV815^iill;^?lif|LL42'-DE^-BNE. ^
CM*lf^81t£»99iCHPil»**BI»LLL7«

LL7I

CMP.8
1268
LL13
1278
1280

.:BMILL78

STfl#99jiLDYei5
LL73JSRLL39;DEYjBNELL73;RT

J298^LL87LDR@8 :STR*99 •̂ Tflfi^T ., r,
riy48;STfl#8085:STfi#8-IeI''lTftI"v-i-

JSTBM4,U>V#8-MFF,STRMS'«^»••»

;3|8CN0P;JSR#FaE5 ' P LENPN|5?8iL'-35JSR#F?Dl.!].*p=ts,tp+LE
1400C;NOP;JMD,:^=P+LeNP
J416SL0RD

4;LDflLtf:
1448BllI^|^l8f§!88iLDfl*8a^«P«2

I860 :LL6._sDEC#S2; LDfl#S2 •CMPft
B«ELL68;DEC#83jJMPLL68

55

55

i-C # 4;DEYjSTR-

96E;JHPLL35
@i*fg-LL77CHP832;BPLLL78;CLC;BI>C
3468:LL78CMP864;BPLLL79-RTs

1588:LL98LDV88

15 18 ;LL99LDfl< #98 >,V • '< cPIi77 .c -

1546 BCCLL98:JWPLI 87
1558j.;R.

48

978:LL62LD
#93 >

©32
flijcVj-DECtMjBNtLLil'R-f?
1898\DELETE
1188:LL64S | fl CHARS

1178
1ri § 3 2
I 180
R T'S
II 9 8

fi#81- DR5l4^^;tg?f94;STR#S3;S
mSofT.n#wJ""i§5sB6la?sT»«B^)STR#8ijL£>R#88jCLC; RDC#84 '
!|Ii.?8.eSTfi#89jLDft*8^fl«>««f*STft#81

LLS,'LDR!?8;SEC;SBC#34;TRV;t
LL69STfl#9780J V; It-lV ; BNELL69

LLb8LD.R#99jCHP*22j-B«rLL7,8.i
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Barry Pickles reviews two toolboxes for the Atom

TOOLBOX
TESTS

Oeveral toolbox routines are
available for the Atom and the two
reviewed here are typical of the
genre. One of the nice things about
the Atom (and the BBC Micro) is
that operating system routines are
vectored (indirectly addressed)
through block-zero RAM, making it
easy to tag on your own routines by
altering the vectors. This is,
basically, how toolboxes work.
Each toolbox is supplied as a 4K

EPROM, which plugs into the utility
ROM socket at IC24 and appears
on the memory map from £A000.
Both these ROM's are 2532 CMOS
types, which means that they are
susceptible to damage by static.
Each comes in an anti-static pack,
complete with instructions.
Programmer's Toolbox comes

from the Leeds-based firm of Micro-
Power with 8 sheets of instructions
which, sadly, omit to warn the user
about static damage. The ROM is
enabled by the instruction LINK
EAFOO, which must be performed
upon power-up and each time that
BREAK is pressed. LINKing in the
toolbox at this address sets up'the
1200 baud cassette system, whilst
LINKing to EAF04 sets the COS to
the Atom's normal 300 baud. Files
are loaded and saved with the
normal commands but, with the
ROM enabled, each byte of data
sent or received is displayed in the
top right hand corner of the screen,
providing visible indication of
loading or saving. If your cassette
is inclined to be temperamental,
this will come as a great relief. A
word of caution, though. Although

50

the 1200 baud system is a great
time (and tape) saver, transferring
programs is not as easy as at 300
baud. However, if it works with your
cassette recorder, this will probably
be the most used routine of all.
There are 29 extra commands:

FIND ". . ." This finds all
occurrences within a program of
the character string contained
within the quotation marks, then
lists out the line numbers where
these occur.
RENUMBER (x,y) This renumbers a
program, starting at line x, in steps
of y.
AUTO (x,y) This provides automatic
line numbering, whenever RETURN
is pressed, starting at x in steps of
y.
DELETE (x,y) Deletes all program
lines from line x to line y inclusive.
ZERO Sets the value of integer
variables A to Z to zero.
VAR Prints the current values of
variables A to Z in decimal, or in
hex if VAR is followed by £(hash).
LVAR Same as VAR, but sends
output to a printer.
HEX yyyy A disassembler routine,
displaying the contents of memory
starting from address yyyy (hex or
decimal).
IHEX yyyy Similar to HEX. but the
bytes appear in 6502 instruction
format ie opcode followed by one
or two bytes of data. However,
assembler mnemonics are not
shown, which makes interpretation
as difficult as hand-assembling in
hex!
STEP This allows a program to be
run line by line. The current line

number appears in the lop left
hand corner of the screen and
pressing the spacebar causes the
program to execute the next logical
line.
TRACE x Similar to STEP, except
that execution is halted for a time
determined by x (0 to 255). Both
STEP and TRACE require that the
VIA is fitted and link 2 on the Atom
PCB (IRQ) made.
OFF Turns off the action of STEP
and TRACE. Essential before any
editing is done.
DUMP Dumps the screen (text only)
to a printer.
VECTOR Alters the COS baud rate.
VECTOR 1 is 1200 baud, VECTOR
0 is 300 baud.
So much for the utilities. The
following commands can all be
used within BASIC programs:
BEEP x,y Sounds a note of pitch x
and duration y. X and y take values
between 0 and 255. If x is less than
8, the notes is too high to hear, so
this can be used for a
programmable delay.
CURSOR x,y This is exactly
equivalent to the BBC's PRINT AT
(x,y), where x is the column and y
the row.
KEY x This is an IN KEY routine. The
keyboard is scanned and the ASCII
value of any key pressed is
returned in the variable (x). If no key
was pressed, (x) will contain zero.
Most useful .for games, since it
does not halt the program.
INKEY$ x Similar to KEY, but
returns the actual character
corresponding to the key pressed
in $(x). If no key was pressed, a null
string is returned. Try as I might, I
cannot see how this can produce
any effect that can't be produced
by KEY.
STOP A debugging routine,
sprinkling STOP statements through
out your program will cause the
program to halt at each occurrence,
until any key (except ESC) is
pressed.
POP This has two uses. The first is
to allow you to jump out of loops
and subroutines at will. The second
use, in conjunction with ON
ERROR, is to allow a greater depth
of nesting than is normally
possible.
XIF . . . THEN . . . ELSE A structure,
beloved of Pascal users, it works
much like the normal IF . . THEN
construct, except that, if the test
fails, control passes to the routine
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preceeded by ELSE. This can be
many lines away. Nesting is
allowed and ELSE associates with
the last XIF
WHILE . . . ENDWHILE Another
Pascal-like structure, it works in the
opposite way to a FOR . . . NEXT or
DO . . . UNTIL loop, in that the
routine is only executed WHILE the
condition is true. Loops normally
execute at least once, whereas this
structure will not execute unless the
condition is true to begin with.
READ . . .DATA . . .RESTORE Atom
users will greet this one with cries
of delight. If you have tried the
'synthesised' version in the Atom
manual, this one is easier to use
and light-years faster!
ON ERROR This suppresses the
normal error handling routine, so
that the user can specify what is to
happen. Very useful for mugtrapping.
These are all the commands

available, but take note!! The
Programmer's Toolbox like all the
others, uses free space available in
page zero RAM. Unfortunately,
Micro Power have chosen to use
the area from £80 to £AF, which is
commonly used by machine-code
routines in much commercially
produced software. This means
that, after loading, you must BREAK
to disable the toolbox, or the

It has something
for everyone from

beginner to advanced
programmer.

program may not run properly. This
rules out programs using *RUN. It
is not mentioned in Ihe instructions
supplied - it should have been!
The other toolbox tested comes

from the Manchester based firm of
A & F Software and is called the
Utilikit. The ROM comes securely
packed, in anti-static casing, with
an 8-page instruction booklet. The
instructions do include a warning
against static damage and have
very clear fitting instructions. A & F
Software modestly claim 16 extra
commands but. since many of
these have multiple options, there
are. in fact. 46 new routines and 5
features. Initialisation is carried out
in two ways. If the F.Point ROM is
fitted, the commands are available
immediately and typing COLD will
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allow use of the features. Otherwise,
type LINK£AF00.
After initialisation, you are in

1200 baud cassette mode and the
features are: visible load and save;
beep after loading and saving;
auto-repeat on all keys - the speed
of this can be varied by the user
and use with REPEAT provides an
even faster speed!: fully 'debounced'
keyboard (Acorn take note!);
extended input buffer - allows you
to have program lines (or text
strings) up to 208 characters in
length. This is not only useful for
formatting large amounts of text, it
saves memory as you don't use as
many line numbers.
Now for the commands. Those

already discussed are:
AT x.y (same as CURSOR x.y); ON
ERROR;VAR and VAR£;READ and
DATA;FAST and SLOW (to alter the
cassette baud rate) The rest are
different in some way:
COLD has already been mentioned.
WARM can be optionally set to
always put you in SLOW mode and
can intialise the DOS. if fitted. It is
only available if the F.P.ROM is
fitted, when it is used after BREAK
to re-enable the features.
/LIST x Lists the program from line
x or from the beginning if x is not
specified. Listing can be halted by
pressing the spacebar and
'stepped' by holding it down. A
quick tap on the spacebar resumes
normal listing. If you press an
alphabetical key, the listing scrolls
in the opposite direction ie if it was
going down, it will scroll
backwards!
LINK £AB59 allows you to use the
/LIST features within your BASIC
program.
DIS xxxx Disassembles from
address xxxx. The format is:
address/op code/assembler mne
monic/either ASCII data or address.
HEX xxxx Begins a hex dump from
address xxxx. Options are as for
DIS. All control codes are
recognised by HEX or DIS eg
CTRL-B (printer on).
ON ESC Works in the same manner
as ON ERROR, but is instead
enabled by pressing the ESC key.
Both ON ERROR and ON ESC

perform a POP. ON ESC is
disabled by ESC OFF.
RESTORE can optionally RESTORE
to a line of DATA.
TONE x,y works as a BEEP, x
specifying the pitch and y the

ATOM
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duration. However, the pitch has
been arranged with values from 0
to 83, corresponding to the keys on
a piano (actually, there are 88 keys
on a piano, but the last half octave
is ignored).
AUTO x,y An auto-number routine,
but, if you enter 'page' mode, it will
also insert a space after each line
number (or label).
BMOVE (x),y to z Complicated this!
It allows you to move a block of
BASIC program, starting at line x
and ending at line y, to a position
in the rest of the program at line z.
An option RENumber is then
prompted.
FIND "... ." is a normal FIND, but
works on both strings and program
commands. There is an option to
define a second string, after the
first one, in which case FIND
becomes FIND AND REPLACE,
replacing the first string with the
second one.
REN x.y renumbers a section of
program, from line x to line y.

Finally, the instruction booklet
ends with a list of block zero
addresses used (£80 to £AD are
deliberately left alone, so as not to
interfere with programs) and some
suggestions for further expansion (!)
By the way, the VIA is not needed
for any of the toolbox functions.
The Programmer's Toolbox is one

that I have used for a year now and
grown up with. It is very easy to
use, the TRACE option is a handy
tool and the Pascal-like structures
may appeal to some. However, it
suffers from its allocation of zero
page memory and is slightly more
expensive than the Utilikit ROM.

I would not have believed that so
many facilities could have been
provided as are offered by the
Utilikit. It's not as easy to use as
the other toolbox, because of the
many options, but it's worth the
effort of learning your way around
it. From the general user's point of
view, it's most endearing feature
must be that it has something for
everyone, from beginner to
advanced programmer, so it will
have a long useful life.
The Utilikit costs £18.50 and is

available from A & F Software
(Micro-Link). 830 Hyde Road,
Gorton. Manchester 18. The
Programmer's Toolbox costs £20.70
from: Micro-Power Ltd., Regent
Street, Leeds, LS7 4 PE $
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/\tom owners, although they
possess a versatile machine, tend
to look enviously at their
counterparts who are BBC micro
owners. Because of this, and in line
with their policy of 'upward
compatibility', Acomsoft have re
cently issued an add-on board,
providing an implementation of
BBC Basic for Atom owners. Let
me begin by stating, that an Atom
is not - and can never be - a BBC
micro. The Beeb is a very different
beast and has far more features
and expansion possibilities than
could ever be provided on the
Atom. However, for many users, this
may not be important and the
ability to use a wider range of
software, or to have a more
common Basic, may be all that is
required. So, what do you get for
your £50?
Opening the box revealed the

board, wrapped in a paper-thin
sheet of foam and accompanied by
a slim booklet. The booklet turned
out to be the 'BBC-type Basic
Manual', an expression which was
well chosen, as its even worse than
the BBC Provisional User Guide! It
must rank as one of the lousiest
pieces of documentation ever,
containing only 38 pages, with four
example programs. Opening the
booklet revealed that the board
required the 6522 versatile
interface adapter to be fitted and
that a full 12k of RAM was
preferable (it always is!). It also
stated that you could not use this
board with Econet, the colour
board, or the Atom disc unit (this
turned out to be incorrect).
Acorn say this board will work

with the standard power supply,
providing you use low power
memory chips and have no colour
board or external additions. That's
true, but a bit like running a car flat
out all the time and, as the board
actually touches the heatsink, I
would recommend that you
upgrade to a 3A supply, as soon as
you can.

Mfter the rather depressing
introduction, the booklet goes on to
explain in great detail how to fit the
board. It is plugged into four
existing IC sockets on the Atom
PCB and overlays all the existing
text RAM area - and more. The
board is a tight fit and you must
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Running a better Basic has advantages,
but Barry Pickles finds Acomsoffs
conversion has several drawbacks,

month he puts the board to use.

All addresses given in hex format

Operating system ROM
rrrr

F000

Option Disc OS E000

Floating Point ROM D000

Atombasic interpreter C000

I/O (8255/6522/Ext cards) B000

Utility ROM
A000

Graphics 9800

RAM 8000

7000

__60_00_

5800

4000

Text 3C00

RAM 2000

1000

Workspace RAM
0800
0000

Atom mode

Memory map

Operating system ROM

Unused

Extension ROM

OS extension ROM

BBC

Basic

Interpreter

I/O (8255/6522)

Utility ROM

Graphics

RAM

Text RAM

Workspace RAM

BBC mode
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align the pins exactly before
pushing them home. This is not
easy and, if you are in any doubt as
to your ability to do ths, you should
get your dealer (or someone at your
local club) to fit the board - it's not
worth the risk of damage. Once
fitted, one link on the main PCB,
and one flying lead to PL7 need to
be soldered. If you care to solder
three more wires to the PCB, this
will allow you to select the
language used from the keyboard -
the alternative is to use the switch
on the BBC board itself. If all is
well, the usual display appears on
power-up and pressing BREAK
gives the greeting 'BBC BASIC.
Pressing CTRL and BREAK
simultaneously will switch to
AtomBasic, and pressing SHIFT
and BREAK puts you back into
BBC mode. Before discussing the
language itself, a brief mention of
how this board works.

I he board contains the massive
16k Basic interpreter ROM, a 4k
MOS (machine operating system)
ROM, 2k of static RAM and some
miscellaneous components. Addit
ional sockets are provided for a 4k
•utility' EPROM and a 4k 'MOS
extension' ROM - although Acorn
have no plans to issue such a
ROM. The 2k of static RAM is
usable in Atom mode, where it is
addressed from £2000 to £27FF.
Figure 3 shows the 'memory map'
for the two configurations and, in
BBC mode, it has been arranged to
be as compatible as possible with
the BBC micro. Studying the
relationship between the two maps
will reveal that, when switching
from Atom to BBC mode, the
address lines for the text memory
are shifted down by 8k so that, for
example, memory at &0900 in BBC
mode will be addressed at £2900
in Atom mode. This is potentially
useful. Those of you familiar with
the BBC machine will know its
MOS uses 16k of ROM and it will
be obvious that the 4k used on this
board will not offer all of the BBC's
features. This seems a good point
to move on to the language itself,
but, before doing so, an important
announcement.
As announced in January's

Acorn User, there is a bug in the
MOS ROM! It affects all those who
use a printer having an automatic
linefeed. Normally, the printer
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x value Action

0 Normal listing

1 Single space after line number

2 FOR... NEXT loops indented to current depth of nesting

3 Actions 1, 2

4 REPEAT... UNTIL loops indented to current
depth of nesting

6 Actions 2, 4

7 Actions 1, 2, 4

Table 1. LISTO (x) options

routine should not send a linefeed
character to the printer and so £FE
contains this character (£OA),
which is compared with each byte
of data sent, and ignored by the
printer driver, if a match is found.
Here, however, the printer routine
stores a different character at £FE
with the result that the printer will
only print with double line spacing.
In fairness to Acorn, this kind of
error is not easy to detect and they
say that, if anyone is inconvenienced
by this error, they will replace the
ROM free of charge. The fault has
been corrected on all issues
leaving Acornsoft from December.
OK, on to the language .. .

I he 16k interpreter ROM is
identical, in all respects, to that
provided on the BBC micro and will
recognise (but not necessarily act
upon) all the BBC Basic keywords.
Their actions are described briefly-
too briefly! - in the 'manual' and, if
you are not already familiar with
BBC Basic, you will certainly need
the BBC User Guide, or one of the
'Programming the BBC micro'
books available.
Keywords not implemented are:

ADVAL; COLOUR; ENVELOPE;EOF;
EXT£; POINT; POS; PTR£; VPOS.
The manual also states GCOL is
not implemented and, although this
appears largely true, I do have a
program that does not run properly
without GCOL. Also not implemented
are the PLOT commands to draw
and fill triangles, VDU23 (character
definition), and VDU28 (defining
text 'windows'). Last, but by no
means least, the cassette format

retains Atom standard, which
means you will not be able to load
software tapes for the BBC micro.
This must be considered a serious
omission and I cannot understand
why Acorn have left it out, since it
would considerably increase the
potential market, both for this board
and their own software.
Space does not permit a

description of all the available
keywords, so here are those Atom
owners will find delightful:
READ;DATA;RESTORE.
CHAIN allows you to load and

run a program, calling it from
another program. EVAL evaluates
an expression within a string.
Useful for inputting formulae. LISTO
provides optional methods of listing
programs, none of which use anyu
more memory. See table 1 for the
options.
PRINT uses the variable @% to

select a multitude of options,
including proper numeric formatting.
SOUND A 'beep'type command,
with pitch and duration selectable.
TIME provides a timer. It can be set
within a program and will 'tick' at
the rate of 1/100sec. It may be read
at any time and is useful for
providing a 'timeout' feature. DEFN
defines a function, which can be
any expression and use as many
arguments (variables/constants) as
you wish. These may be the current
value of the argument or may be
LOCAL to the function. DEFPROC
defines a PROCedure. Definition is
carried out in much the same way
as a function, and, again, the
arguments can be global or
LOCAL. See Paul Beverley's article

page 46 •
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Floating
AtomBasic :

point
BBC Basic AtomBa

Integer
sic : BBC Basic

BM1 N/A 0.96 1.20 0.34

BM2 13.50 5.47 5.70 3.38

BM3 31.50 15.49 11.40 14.58

BM4 28.20 16.65 13.50 15.11

BM5 31.00 19.07 14.20 17.55

BM6 N/A 27.87 29.60 21.25

BM7 N/A 42.54 42.90 30.32

BM8 277.00 92.06 N/A 90.69

Table 2. PCW benchmark ti mings (seconds)

in December's Acorn User for
details of these powerful commands.
There are also a number of

keywords which provide useful
toolkit and debugging facilities.
Names used for variables (string

or numeric), functions or procedures
can be of unlimited length and
contain any mixture of alphanumeric
characters, although the first one
must be an alpha character.
Keywords may not be used to
begin a name, thus LISTOUT will
cause an error but OUTLIST is OK.
Finally, multidimensional arrays are
allowed and, as in AtomBasic,
these must be dimensioned first.

common to the syntax of both
languages, but produce a different
result in each. First, multi-statement
lines use the colon(:) as a
statement delimiter. PRINT will print
a new line unless you tell it not to,
by using a semi-colon(;) - Atom
does just the opposite! In BBC
Basic, arithmetic is normally
performed in f.point, unless you
specify integer variables using the
suffix % (eg TOTAL%) - again the
opposite of AtomBasic. Strings still
use the $ symbol, but this is now
placed after the variable name. The
hash symbol (#) is used only in
assembler, to signify an immediate
operand (@ in Atom), and hex
numbers are now noted by
prefixing them with the ampersand
(&). Finally, although the manual
doesn't tell you, the inverted up-arrow
(t) is used to PRINT a hex number.
You'll get used to it after a while,
but it helps to have two heads!
BBC Basic is fast, up to 3.5

times faster than AtomBasic.
Standard 'benchmark' timings are
given in table 2. Since the Atom
runs at 1MHz, BBC programs will
run at about half the speed they
would on the real thing. If this
bothers you, the National Atom
Users Group published a 2Mhz
modification in their newsletter no
6.
With the board fitted, you have a

configuration not unlike that of the
BBC model A, but any comparison
is unfair.

I have two criticisms of this
package. Fist, the documentation is
not good enough. Acorn should
have included the proper BBC

User Guide, or, at least the relevant
parts of it. The second is the lack of
a BBC cassette standard and some
of the most common OS routines.
All of the important facilities could
have been in a second ROM and,
whilst there is room here for
enterprise, the trouble is that no
independent house is going to
market such a ROM until it's sure
enough boards have been sold to
give an economic market base. On
the other hand, the lack of these
facilities may deter users from
buying the board - Catch 22! Any
move must come from Acorn - so
how about it, lads?

I his aside, the board is more
useful than may appear and, having
used it for two months, I find its
features more and more appealing.
The language is fast, powerful and
fairly portable, and there is an
enormous amount of printed
software available. If your interest
lies in games, you may have to do
some work but, for other
applications, BBC Basic offers just
about everything that you could
wish for. As I've said before, the
Atom is not a BBC micro but,
nonetheless, programmers who
wish to develop software for the
Beeb could do so cheaply, with this
board.
In short, providing the limitations

do not rule it out completely, the
BBC conversion card is useful, and
reasonable value at £49.95. The
board is available from Acorn
dealers or, by mail order from
Acornsoft.

a fk, so how easy is the language
to use? BBC Basic is close to
Microsoft (widely used on many
computers), which means that there
is a large amount of printed
software which will run without
modification. As you get used to
the language, you will find many of
these programs can be re-written to
take advantage of the advanced
features of BBC Basic. Published
games programs will require more
thought, since many of the BBC's
advanced graphics features are
absent, but few of the problems are
insurmountable. The graphics
screen is presented as a standard
screen of 1280x1024 points in all
modes, automatic scaling being
performed as you switch between
modes, and many graphics routines
will run without modification. For
numeric printing, the print formatter
is a dream!
I suspect many users will have

problems using things which are
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ERROR HANDLING
Debugging can be frustrating
because of the lack of detail
from Atom error codes.

Mtom users know how frustrating
it can be to debug a program. The
computer gives you the line
number on which the error
occurred and its code number, it is
then necessary to look up the error
code in the handbook. A better
error handler would print out the
statement in which the error
occurred, a description of the error
and then the error code and line
number. The assembler program
listed here provides such an error
handler for the Atom at the cost of
mode 4 graphics.
The error messages used can be

the standard Acorn ones or better
versions. The only restriction is that
their total length in bytes is less

Tony Armitstead
has developed
his own way

than 914, and a lot of messages
will fit in that space.
To use the program, type it in

and check carefully before trying
RUN, as an error could be
disasterous. A hex number is
printed out and it should be #9400;
if not re-check the program. Turn
to the error codes at the back of the
manual and go through, entering
the error codes and new messages.
There is no need to bother with

error 248 (it cannot be generated
from within a program) or any other
code you wish to omit. After
entering the last code (238) you
must enter code 255 with a
message to the effect "UNLISTED
ERROR". A hex number is now
printed out indicating where the list
ended and this must be noted. Set
up your tape recorder, and using
the number just printed out, type

SAVE "ERROR HANDLER" 9400 (list
end)

The program should also be saved
using

SAVE "ERROR PROG"

The code should now be tested
directly by typing

IP YOU WANT:
* The Latest News on the BBC Micro
* Top Quality Programs
'Useful Hints and Tips
*Honest Reviews
*Independent Opinions
*Local User Group Information
*Members Special Offers

THEN YOU NEED:

The Newsletter of the Independent National BBC Microcomputer User Group
MEMBERSHIP:

£12 for 1 year (£15 overseas) or send £1 and an A4 size SAE for a sample copy
WRITE TO: LASERBUG, 10 Dawley Ride, Colnbrook, Slough, Berks., SL3 0QH.

MEMBERS IN 14 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE
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10 ">IMLL2,A40;LL0=-1;L,1—1 ..'., ,20 FOR J=1T0 2;P=ff9lf ^"-LZ-I0;P.$21 Isl ^;Ta?A^IN^-C«"CT),Y;BNE
260\ Add y to tabLe pointers
280 LDA S;ADC a0;STA S
290 JMP LL0
300:LL1\ Print error
310 INY;LDA(T),Y;JSR
320 BNE LL1 upto cr
*f0\ Jump to normal
340 JMP #C9D8
350J

360 NEXT J;p.$6
370 p=#946E;a=0

P."#"8LL2'
DO

INPUT"ERROR
?P=N;P=P+1

INPUT"ERROR
SP=$A

P=P+LEN(P)+1
UNTIL N=255
PRINT-LIST ENDED
END

b! :«.N Set UP routine50 LDA a//0B;STA
60 LDA 3#94;STA
70 KTS

?Sxpisi°fe error number90 PLA;TAX;PLA;STA
1®0\ If graphics

P-3

#202
#203

at 0

0;PHA;TXA;PHA
c Lear screen

message
X;CMP a#D

error handLer
ju lda #b000;beq pa7Lr;! ,,.D120 JSR W CR/LF 312;JSR X
30\ Print statement

1^0 LDY b;;INY;LDA<#5>,-Y;JSr X
8#D;BEQ P+6 CR foundr3B;B,EP-12SemicoLon

1 50
160
1 70
180
1 9

20
210

220
230\

CMP

CMP

JSR

LDA

found
3

390
400

410
420
430
440
450
460
470

0-ll0w6e;sta T;LDA »*»*;s™»-LL0\ Flnd errop mes_an<a
LDY a0;LDA(T),Y;CMPa#?eF
BE« LL1 No message Listedc«P B;eEa LL1 Erj!or n^ound
^tep over error message

NUMBER"N

MESSAGE"$A

Error-handling program

LINK#9400: SILLY ERROR and
return.

The Atom should reply
SILLY ERROR (your error message

for error 94)
ERROR 94

If the Atom crashes or the screen
fills with snow, there is a bug in the
program. If all goes well the error
handler is ready to test and use.
Type NEW and enter a small
program, which must have LINK*
9400 as its first line, and an error in
it. When RUN it should give the
erroneous statement printed out,
together with an error message, an
error code and the line number.
The code and table are not

affected by BREAK, but would be
erased by CLEAR 4. If using
graphics, develop programs in
mode 3, and when it works, change
to mode 4. If an error occurs whilst
in a graphics mode, the screen is
cleared before printing starts.
A word of warning; if using

machine code and BRK is
programmed, the error message
produced is meaningless but you
should realise this if you know what
BRK does!
How does the program work?

When entered, error codes and

48

AT #"SP

Figure 1. ERROR CODE I ERROR MESSAGE I«0D

«9400

ERROR NUHBER794

ERROR MESSAGE?JNKN0UIN COMMAND

ERROR NUMBER7255

ERROR MESSAGE7UNLISTED ERROR

LJST ENDED AT «9490>

>LINKJ<9400,SILLY ERROR

SILLY ERROR

UNKNOWN COMMAND

ERROR 94

Sample run

message are stored directly after
the machine code, as in figure 1.
LINK#9400 resets some internal

pointers so that when an error
occurs control is passed to the new
error handler. The error code has
already been placed on the stack,
so we extract this, put it in its
correct place (at location 0) and
restore the stack. It then prints the
offending statement which is
pointed to by locations #6 and #5.
We now find the correct error code
in the table and print the error
message which is terminated by 0D.
Finally, control is passed to the
normal error handler.

A point to notice is that if there
were many valid error codes we
would enter them in the order of
most probable occurrence, to
minimise the time taken looking up
errors. The maximum number of
valid error codes for the Atom is
only 37 and since m/c has been
used the above remark is
insignificant.

The time taken to load the code
and table is about 20 seconds, and
its ease of use means it can be
used at every programming session
to reduce program development
time. $
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WIRE FRA1 GRAPHICS
Three-dimensional wire frame objects

can be built up using mode 4 in a 12k Atom.
Philip Tubb uses a cursor to set up

the graphics and rotate the figure around
one or two axes simultaneously

Rotation program

5 DIM BC80),CC.80),D(80)#E(80>
6 DIM F(W)/ti(8fl) W(3) (2)
10 GOS.470;P.$21 UW,J-.
30C
X1 • DDOI I O r, ., _ .

ACORN USER FEBRUARY
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31.-RR.0 JSR #FE71;STY
33 P.$6
35 CLEAR 4

36 M0VE128,136;DRAW128,152
H "OVE128,40;DRAW128,5638 MOVE120,U4;DRA '
39 M0VE1 2""
40

. DRA
eyboard

K RR0;A=
-~ IF A=42;Y
™ IF A=34;X=X+1:G
?5 IF A=46;Y

IF A=54;X
IF J

2 P

,P(-1)

49
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This 3D rotation program aims to
provide a comprehensive visual aid
to designers and technical drawing
tutors. Input can come from a taped
file or from describing an object
using a moveable cursor. Once this
is done, a high resolution wire
frame representation of a third (end)
view is displayed followed by an
isometric view and rotations around
either two axes simultaneously, or
one axis. Finally, an object may be
recorded on tape for later use.
The program uses Atom mode 4,

and makes use of trig functions, so
12k RAM is needed.

If, at the start of the run, it is
decided to enter a new object,
press D as instructed. Two
crosswires will appear on the
screen. Around the top crosswire, a
side view of the shape is drawn.
This is done by moving the flashing
cursor using the keys: V=left,
B=right, J=up, N=down. Only
straight lines may be drawn, and
this is done by showing the
computer where the two ends of
each line are. Position the cursor
where the line is to go from and
press F; then move the cursor to
where the line is to go to and press
T. Once the side view is completed
press Q and the cursor will jump to
the lower crosswire; here the plan
view is to be drawn.
The task is much easier now

because the computer is only
looking for the distance of each
line up the screen and will find the
x distance itself. Now we come to
the golden rule of drawing. In each
view every line (or edge) on the
object must be drawn, and all lines
in the second view must be drawn
in the same order as on the first.

Once both views have been
described, the end view is
displayed by pressing any key; if
RETURN is pressed, the isometric
view is given. After this, RETURN
will rotate the object about the x
and y axes simultaneously. For
rotation about the x axis only, press
X and RETURN. When satisfied
with the object, press R and
RETURN. Instructions for recording
the object will then be shown.

50

from page 4g

91
92
93
94
95
96

IF

IF

P.$7

FOR X=1 TO 10;WAIT;WAIT;N.X
IF L=1;a=V
IF L = 1

3=V AND J=2;G.200
A<>49 OR J=1;G.100

123

130
131

135
140

;L=2;V=1;X=99;Y=48;G.s
^^r^^J^^^WAIT^LOT 15,X,Y;G

120b IF L=2;G?V=Y;A=D?V;G.130
' E?V=X;F?V=Y;A=C?V

MOVE(B?V),A;DRAW (E?V),Y
WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT
V=V +1;P.$7
G.s

150aPLOT13,X,(Y+1);PLOT13
155 PLOT 13,(X+1),CY-1)
160 WAIT;WAIT
170PLOT15,X,(Y+1);PLOT15,(X-
175 PLOT 15,(X+1),(Y-1);G.s

(X-1), (Y-1)

200 GOS.n
204 REM iii
205 CLEAR4
210 F.A=1 TO V-1
215 MOVEC(D?A)+90),((C?A)-48)
220 DRAWC(G?A)+90),C(F*A)-48)
225 N.A
230 REM ii
250 INPUT
251 %N=%N+
260 CLEAR4
^7Q FOR A=1 TO V-1
280 Z=(D?A)-48;X=(B?A)-128
285 Y=(C?A)-144;G0S.c
290 MOVE C128+K),(96+Q)
300 Z=(G?A)-48;Y=CF'>A)-144
305 X=(E?A)-128;GOS.c
310 DRAW (128+K),(96+Q)
350 NEXT A
352 INPUT $W
354 IF $W="" ;G.251
357 IF $W="X";L=2;G.251
360 IF $W="R";G0T0 e
361 END

370 REMiiiiii rotating iiiiii
380c IF L=2;%Z=Z;K=X;G.y
382 %T=ATN(Z/X);%I=Z/SIN(%T)
385 %K=C0S(%N+%T)*%i
387 %Z=SIN(%N+%T)*%I;K=%K
390y %T=ATN(Y/%Z);%I=Y/SIN(%T)
-3 95 %L =COS(%N+%T)*%I;Q=-(%L);R
4 70

471

475

477

480

P.$1 2

REM the
P. "

P. "

PRINT"

1), (Y-1)

end e Levat ion i

rotation routine
W;%N=0.25;L=1
i.43

i l

l 1

start of the prog
ORTHOGRAPHIC T0"»
*3D* CONVERTER" ••

choose mode"*
page 51 •
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485

490
500

505
510
512

535
540

550
555

560
5 70
575
577

580
590

595
600
602

605

615

620e
630
632

634

635

637

640
645

650
660
665
670
680
685

690
695
700
710
720
730

735n
740 IF
745 IF

P-M,D' DESCRIBE A
INPUT"'L' LOAD A
IF $W="D";R.
REM tape file input
PRINT" Loading from tape" '
FOR J=1 TO 40;WAIT;WAIT;N.J

515PRINT-PUSITION TAPE ON '
520 PRINT"pLay AND PRES
525 LINK #FFE3
530 V=BGET X

PRINT"fiLe found"'
FOR Y=1 TO V
B?Y=BGET X;C?Y=BGET
E?Y=BGET X;F?Y=BGET
NEXT Y

PRINT" Loaded;PRESS
LINK #FFE3
CLEAR4
FOR Y=1 TO V

MOVE (B?Y),(C?Y);DRAW
MOVE (B?Y),(D?Y);DRAW
NEXT Y
V=V + 1

INPUT $W;G.205
REM ii recording
CLEAR 0

PRINT" recording object"'
F.J-1 TO 40;WAIT;WAIT;N.J
P- IF YOU DON'T WANT
P."JUST PRESS A KEY"
P-"PUT TAPE INTO
P."A LONG
V=V-1

LINK #FFE3
BPUT X,V

WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;WAIT
'" ' Y=1 TO V

NEW OBJ ECT" '
STORED FILE"$W

FILE

A KEY
LEADER" •

X;D?Y=BGET
X;G?Y=BGET

A KEY"'

CE?Y),(F?Y)
(E?Y), (G?Y)

data i i

LEADER

SHAPE RECORDED

record AND

THEN PRESS
ALLOW" '
A KEY"'

FOR

ACORN USER FEBRUARY

WAIT;WAIT;WAIT;BPUT X,(B^Y)
WAIT;BPUT X,(C?Y);WAIT;BPUT
WA T;BPUT X,(E?Y);WAIT BPUT
WAIT;BPUT X,(G?Y)
NEXT Y

PRINT"
PRINT"
REM i iii

X,(D?Y)
X,(F?Y)

fiLe recorded"'
PROGRAM FINISHED"
bug killer iiii

F.A=1 TO V-1
D?A=48;D?A=49
B?A=128;B?A=129

IF G?A=48;G?A=49
IF E?A=128;E?A=129
IF C?A=144;C?A=145
IF F?A=144;F?A=145
N.A ; R.

END

ATOM
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&

ERROR
Barry Pickles, who
spoilt your Christmas
with a craftily coded
game, now reveals all

FOR those of you on the verge of insanity,
still trying to decipher the listing given last
month, here's the answer:
To decode listing 2, load the game and
type the following:
F=.0;G.180'(CR)

After a few minutes, you will get an error
message - this is normal. Now type
?18=#30 (CR) and list. What you should
now see is a normal Atom Basic program,
looking like listing 3. Now we can look at
the whole thing, beginning with the prelimi
nary program - listing 1 of last month.
Line 10 assembles the music routine, of

which more later. Lines 20-140 introduce

the game, after which line 150 calls the
decoding subroutine. Line 160 moves the
text space to the main program (listing 3
overleaf) and calls this as a subroutine. On
return, a call is made to the subroutine
which re-encodes the main program, after
which the 'GAME ENDED' message
appears.
Subroutine 'd' is the decode routine. Line

185 looks at the first character of line 20 in
listing 3. If it's an 'a', the program is already
decoded, so the subroutine terminates.
Otherwise a loop starts at line 190 that
takes each ASCII character and reduces
its value by 1. Thus, b becomes a, c
becomes b, and so on.
Line 190 checks that the end of the

program has not been reached (ie, #0D
followed by #FF), in which case the termi
nating flag (F) is;set,.control passes to p,
and the subroutine terminates. Line 200
looks for the (CR), marking the end of a
line. If found, the counter (P) jumps forward
by 3, to avoid encoding the line numbers.-
Subroutine 'c' is similar, except that it

increases the ASCII value by1, thus re-
encoding.
Now for the music - subroutine 'm'. This

uses a string ($T) to store notes whose
values are indicated by the letters A to G,
as on a normal piano keyboard. A space is
recognised as a rest and # indicates a
sharp. Preceeding a note by j (the up-
arrow), changes up an octave, while a full

ATOM ADVENTURE

stop changes back down. $T begins at
#28A8 and the actual note values are
stored as vectors (V), beginning at #2870.
Line 300 looks up the value of the Y'th letter
in $T and compares it first with an up-arrow
(line 310), then a full stop (line330), then a
(CR) - to mark the end of the string and
thus the end of the routine - and then a
space (line 350).
The next test is for characters in the

range A to G (line 360) and the final test is
for a # character (line 380). In each case,
an offset for the vector V is stored in #83.
In the case of an alpha character, its value
is first reduced by 64, then multiplied by 2
(line 370). A and Y now obtain the note
values (line 400) and the rest of the routine
toggles the speaker, for a frequency and
duration determined by these values.
The duration is initially determined by D

(line 480), which must be divisible by 256,
and this is used by subroutine t to set up a
table of durations, according to the formula
in line 490. You will note that the durations
are a product of the frequency, as sug
gested by the Atom manual. As I've said
before, this is not really my own routine, but
it is effective and easy to use. It is used to
good effect in the decode and encode
routines, so that you know something is
happening.
On to the main program (at last!). Get

ready to groan.
In line 20 of listing 3, two values (Y and
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E) are randomly generated. The game
begins at line 40, which accepts your input
string. The length of this string is subtract
ed from E to give Q, and it is Q that
determines whether or not you are correct,
or how close you are. So, you see, it's not
what you enter at the keyboard but how
long the string is'that determines your
success. Every time your input string ex
actly matches the length determined by E,

you get a point (variable C - line 50). When
the number of points matches the value of
Y, you've done it. Ever been had?
As for the rest of the game, the comput

er's response is made by stripping the first
four characters of your input string and
replacing "Is it" by "I am" (lines 40 and 80).
Lines 100 to 120 give appropriate re
sponses for 'misses' and the whole thing
loops back at line 130, until you 'find' the

treasure, when control is passed to the
message routine at line 140.
To add a touch of excitement, line 70

contains a 'trap' (randomly set), which, if
activated, directs the program to line 370.
Whatever happens, the routine terminates
at line 360, sending you back to end the
game.
I hope that you enjoyed the game, de

spite being led up the garden path.

20aDIMA64jY=A.R.*5+l;E=A.R.*10+15;C=0
30P."OK, WHAT'S THE FIRST QUESTION"'
40s IN. $A ;L=LENA ;Q=ABSCL-E3 ;$A=$A+5
50IFQ-0 C=C+l;IFOY G.e
60IFL<5 P."DON'T UNDERSTAND-TRY IT AN

OTHER WRY"';G.s
70IF A.R.*50=13 $T--"C A ";G.y
80P."I AM"$A'"MY SENSORS INDICATE "'
90IFQ^0 P„"Y0U ARE very CLOSE"' J$T="A

#C4*G4t "'jLI.MjLI.M
100IFQ>0 ANDGK6 P."YOU ARE CLOSE"'$$T=

,:ACG" jLI.fi
110IFQ>5 ANDQ<11 P„"Y0U ARE SOME DISTA

NCE AWAY"';$T="C A";L1.M
120IFQM0 P. "NOTHING"' JLI.M
130P,"WHAT NOW?"' ;G„s
140eP.$]2' ' "YES222 2 2 2-"' ' JF.N=1T03
l"50$T="AttC#F"jT=T+LENTj?T=94;*CT+lD = "A

4t. FC4t" ;T=4I28A8
160LI.MJN. J$T--=':A#" 5LI.fi
170P. "you"$128"haue"$128': found "$128" it

180P,"WELL DONE 2"' "SANTA CAN BREATHE A
GAIN""' ' ' •

130K N-l 70100 ,-WAIT ;N. JR. "HOLD ON. ...."'
200P."I HAUE A tlESSAGE COMING IN,,,,"'

210?T=94j$CT+13="GGG G G GG G GG G" JT=
#28A8jF,N=lT04jLI.MjN.

220REM message
230P,$12"TO ALL OUR atom READERS ':

1_
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240P," WE HOPE THAT YOU HAUE A TRULY

250P."HAPPY CHRISTMAS, AND WE WISH YOU

260P,"PEACE AND CONTENTMENT THROUGHOUT

270P."THE COMING YEAR."'
280P.. "THANK YOU FOR READING acoTn"$128

290P,"

300P."TONY QUINN

.1' J 5

KITTY MILNE

310P." BARRY PICKLES"'
320P. !1 AND ALL AT ADD.! SON-WESLEY"'
330$T-"CF FGFED Att DG G"JT=T+LENTJ?T=

34

340$CT+13="A.GFE C C "JT=T+LENT J?T=94
350$CH 13="A AC A. GF D CCD G E F" ;T—4t

28A8

360t L1 ;M,• lI.ri jp, -PLEASE Wfll T. ,:">J?1 8»4»
29 JR.

370yP,$12"QH DEARS '"DUE TO A FREAK SP
ACEWARP, I'OE"'

380P."LANDED ON THE PLANET OF TRALL"'
390P,"-AND WE ALL KNOW WHAT'S THERE.

DON'I WE?.,.,."'

400P.!tthei!$128':T-«uG.nous"$128',bu9bEatte
r"$128"beast"$123';G.r
>

Listing 3. The decoded version
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Barry Pickles hosts this cash-for-tips
column. Here's a chance to show off
your talents—and earn some crinkly
green stuff into the bargain. There are
reckoned to be some 40,000 of you out
there and, bearing in mind that the Atom
has been around for more than two
years, you must have accumulated a fair
amount of expertise.
What we're looking for are those little

routines, tips and hardware mods

SLOWSCROLLER
WHEN listing programs to find a particular
line, or section, you have two alternatives:
you either perform gymnastics with your
eyeballs as you try to read the listing scroll
past, or set up 'page' mode, in which case
I guarantee that the line you are looking for
has just scrolled off the top of the screen.
Listing 1 provides a solution by slowing

down the listing to a readable speed. In
addition, pressing CTRL stops the list, and
pressing SHIFT restarts it. It works by
altering the WRCHVEC to point to this
routine, which looks for a CR and delays if
one is found. The delay is on line 70 and
here it is 8/60ths second. CTRL and SHIFT
are looked for on lines 50 and 80, respec
tively. Pressing CTRL causes a branch to
line 80, which then loops until SHIFT is
pressed. Once run, 'Slowlist' is activated
by typing LINK #3CA and de-activated by
pressing BREAK.

5REr1: s low l 1st

10P=4*3CAjl1=P+10jP.$21 j[
20LDA@Cl1/2563 ;STAtt209
30LDA6CrU256J JSTA«208
40CriP@«D;BEQP+10
50BIT4IB001 ;BUC P+13
60JfiP«FE52

20LDX@8jJSR«FB83jJfiP P-8
80JSR4IFB81 ;BIT#B001 JBMIP-3
90JMP P-19;]jP.$6;E.
_Ljsting 1. Slows down listings

CONVERTING

'DATABASE'

ACORNSOFT's 'Database' program is an
excellent example of its genre, but limits
you to a database of 6k. However, if the
database handler were located elsewhere,
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you've discovered. Don't worry if your
little wrinkle seems too simple—it's
probably just what someone else has
been looking for. The same rules apply

here as in Ian Birnbaum's Beeb Forum.
Short, sweet and as original as possible
is the name of the game. I'll start you off,
but this is your page, so let's hear from
you!
Send your ideas to Atom Forum,

Acorn User, 53 Bedford Square, London
WC1B 3DZ. If you want it returned,
enclose a SAE. It should be typed or
printed, with programs on cassette (with
listing if possible).

5REf1: "DATABASE" C0NUERT0R
10U=#2800 JP.$12 ;G0S.c
20P."TO WHICH ADDRESS DO YOU WISH THE

n

30IN."PROGRAM TO BE CGNUERTED"Q;Q=Q/2
56

402U=#37E337CE;U2 4=#37F037E9-JU28=#380
837F7 ,'US 12=4*38253822

50U216=#38363839;U220=#3840385D;U224=
#38653870 JU228=#38933896

60U232=#38AC38AFJU236=#38B638BD ;U240=
#38E63879;U244=#FFFF

70?4t80=Q+#F;l_I.r1

802U=#380B3815;U24=#37E63890JU28=#FFF
F>?#80=Q+#EJLI.M

902U=#3885388B ,'U24=4*38C338C8 ;U28=4t38C
B38D1

95U212=#FFFF ;?#80=4+90 JLI.M
100P.$12$7"MACHINE CODE CONUERTED"' ;Q=

Q*256

110F. "THE 'LINKS' IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
ARE :"'

120P.8<Q+#EC03 "CLINES 2050,2323 8. 60103

130P.8,Q+#F41, "CLINES 1100 8< 23233"'
140P.8<Q+4tF94, "CLINE 21003"'
150P.8,Q+#FD3, "CLINE 33103"'"
160P."REFER TO TEXT FOR FURTHER"'
170P."INSTRUCTIONS"';?18=#29;E.
180cP„$21;P=#8F80;M=P;[
190LDYQ0;LDX@0 JLDA#2800, X;STA#81
200INX,"LDA#2800, X;STA4»82 JINX
210CMP@#FF JBEQP+9 ;LDA4*80 ;STAC#81 3,T
220JMP P-20;RTS?];P.$6jR.

Listing 2. Enter at #8C00
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you could use as much memory as you
have available from #2900 (or #2000, if
you have the BBC Basic board). The con
version is done in two parts, the machine
code and the Basic text. Listing 2 will
convert the machine code instantly, once
you have responded to the prompt at line
30. It then goes on to tell you the new
values for the 'LI.' commands in the Basic
text, and on what lines you will find these.
You should note these down, when they
appear.
The program, which should be entered

at #8C00, exits to the lower text space, so
that you can list Database and alter the
program lines specified. It should be obvi
ous that you must first load Database
before using this routine. You must alter all
the 'LI.' commands yourself, as specified
by the program, and then you need to alter
three more lines, as follows:

Line 205: ?18=#29

Line 1200: Y=#2901

Line 4500: Q=#2900

This assumes that you wish your data
base to begin at #2900. If not, alter these
lines to an appropriate value. Finally, two
more lines need changing; these alter
ations are common, no matter where you
relocate Database:

Line 10: ?35=0; ?36=#8C; . . .

Line 11: A=#8F00; . . . V=#9000

Database is now ready for relocation. It
currently occupies memory from #2900 to
#38EF. To move it to, say, #8200. use the
block move routine given in September's
Atom Forum. As it is slightly less than 4k
long, it can be blown into EPROM using
your normal routine. It would then be initia
lised by: ?18=#A0 and run. There will be
some screen noise, but this is not too
disturbing.
How does listing 2 work? Well, first I

disassembled the machine code to find the
locations of the jump destinations. We only
need to alter the high bytes, and the vector
V contains the addresses where they ap
pear. Q is the high byte of the destination
address for the new progam and, since
there are three sets of jumps to be altered,
#80 holds Q, offset by one of three values
(see lines 70, 80 and 95). A similar offset is
applied to find the correct 'LINK' address
es (lines 120-150).
Subroutine 'c' assembles the machine

code. This takes, in turn, the low and high
bytes of each vector (pointed to by
#2800,X) and stores these in #81,82 (lines
190 and 200). Each table of vectors ends
with #FFFF, so line 210 first looks for these,
exiting from the routine if found. Otherwise,
the current value of #80 is obtained and
stored in the address pointed to by
#81,82—this is known as 'post indexed
indirect addressing' and is explained on
page 121 of the manual.
Although this particular program has

been about Database, the principles can
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be used on any program that you may wish
to relocate, but you will need a disas
sembler. Next month's Atom Forum will
therefore give you a complete listing for a
6502 disassembler.

KEYBOARD

SOUNDER

by P Blenkinspp
THE enclosed program (listing 3) gives the
Atom a keyboard sounder. The read char
acter routine is redirected to enter the new
routine. A character is read, and a sound is
emitted. The routine is useful as it gives a
positive indication of a key press.
It may find a place in an educational

program for young children who need to
know that they have only pressed a key
once. The sound routine adds a slight
delay so can help to eliminate key-bounce
problems that occur on some Atoms.
Line 70 Resets the read vector.
Line 80 Reads the keyboard.
Line 90 Saves the accumulator and x
and y registers for later use.
Lines 100-170 are the sound routine. A
change of value in line 110 or 120 will
change the duration or tone of the note.
Line 180 Restores the accumulator and x
and y registers.

10REM KEYBOARD SOUNDER

30REMBY P. BLENKINSOP
40DIMW2
50REM*#*#***#*#***##**
60P=£2800;C
70LDfiS£0fl i STfi£20fl.i

LDRf±!£28;8TR£20B
80JSR£FE94
90PHR.: TXfl.; PHR jTYR >PHR
100LDR£B002
110LDYG£FF
120«W0LDXe£20
130'W1DEX;BNEW1
140EORS4
150STR£B002
160DEY
170BNEVV0
180PLR; TRY.; PLR.i TAXJPLR
19QRT3;3
200LINK£2800
210E.

Listing 3. Keynotes (£=#)

FASTCASSETTE

IN ATOM FORTH

by A P Hume

IF YOU use Forth on the Atom and you
have a Toolbox ROM fitted in the utility
socket, you may like to make use of the
high-speed cassette option provided by
the ROM. Shown below are the steps
needed to achieve this with any of the
Toolbox ROMs, but the addresses are for
the Program Power ROM; a list of the
addresses for some of the other available
ROMs is given at the end. First, in Basic,
type in the following program:

10 LET @ = 0
20 PRINT &?#215,&?#214, " ",
&?#217,&?#216'
30 END

This will give the normal vectors for GET-
BYT and PUTBYT:
FBEE FC7C

Then select the fast cassette option and re
run the program. This will give two new
addresses:
ADCO AD7D

Then for the siow cassette option:
AE10AE16

Load and run Forth and then define the
following words:

HEX
NORMAL FBEE 214 ! FC7C 216 ! ;
FAST ADCO 214 ! AD7D 216 ! ;
SLOW AE10 214 ! AE16 216 ! ;

These,can be saved as a screen in the
normal mariner, if required. In order to re-
record all your screens with the high
speed option, use the COPY definition from
the Acorn manual but include the word
SLOW at the start of the definition of
INSCR, and FAST at the start of OUTSCR.

I AM keen to receive submissions in both
Forth and Lisp, as such routines tend to be
transportable and will benefit both Atom
and Beeb users. Let's have more - but try
to make them machine specific.

Addresses for other Toolbox ROMs
GETBYT PUTBYT
#0214 #0216

Program 1 FAST ADCO AD7D
Power | SLOW AE10 AE16
A&F \ FAST AECF AE97
Software j SLOW AEC9 AEF8
Disatom FAST A786 ACA0

SLOW FBEE FC7C
Watford 1
Electronics J

FAST A519 A4D8
SLOW A4CA A4D1

The Disatom ROM uses the normal Atom
vectors for its SLOW option. In this case
there is clearly no need to define both SLOW
and NORMAL only one is needed.
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FLASHING TEXT ROUTINE
WE HAVE previously covered the flashing
cursor as a means of prompting for input.
The Beeb, in teletext mode, can also flash
lines of text, and listing 1 provides the Atom
with a similar function.
The routine, once assembled, is enabled

by LINK#2800 (or wherever you assemble
it to) and uses variables R, C and N to
specify, respectively, the start Row (1 to
16), start Column (1 to 32) and Number of
succeeding characters to be Hashed (1 to
127). Once linked, the routine will flash the
specified text until a key is pressed.
The parameters are stored in zero-page

locations #90 to #95, and lines 20-60
initialise this block. Line 40 gets the current
value of R, line 50 the value of C, and line
60 sets the flash rate (here.14/30ths sec
ond). Lines 70 and 80 get the value of N

5REMS Flash Text

7REWR-R0WJOC0L

8REMSN»N0«0F CHARS

10P«*2&00$C

20 LDA@#80JSTA#9:I.

30 L.DA0O ?8TA#9'0

40 LDA#333JSTA*92

50 LDA#324?STA#93

60 LDA014 JSTA*95

70 LDA#32FJCLC

80 SBC#93*5TA#94

90 INC#94JT.NC#94

100 LDX#92

1:1.0 DEXJBEQ p+16

120 LDA*90;CLC

130 ADC@32;STA#90

140 BCC P+4?INC#91

150 JMP p-14

160 LDY#93?DE-Y

Listing 1. Text flasher
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and subtract C to get the final column
value. Lines 100-150 calculate the abso
lute address of the row, and lines 160-190
calculate the column offset, thus setting up
a vector in #90,91 to the start of the text to
be flashed. Lines 200-240 use this vector to
store temporarily the old text from #2880
onwards (which is why N must not be larger
than 127, or it will overwrite any program at
#2900), then wait. Lines 250 and 260 now
replace the screen text with spaces. Line
270 checks for a keypress, exiting if found;
otherwise, after another delay (line 280),
lines 290-320 restore the old text. A further
keypress check is made (line 330) before
the whole thing repeats itself.

If you want the keypress to be stored for
checking, add the following line, which will
store it in #96: 335 STY#96

170 TYAJCLC

180 ADC#90JSTA#90

190 LDY0O

200 LDA<#90),Y

210 STA#28B0,YJINY

220 CPY#94JBNE P~8

230 LDX#95JJSR#FB83

240 LDY(?0

250 LDA@32$STA<#90),Y

260 INYJCPY#94JBNE P-7

270 JSR#FE71JBCC P+24

230 LDX*95JJSR#FB83

290 LDY0O

300 LDA#2880,Y

3.1.0 STA(#90),YJ INY

320 CPY#94*BNE P-8

330 JSR#FE7iJBCS P-4:l.

340 RTSHI END

ATOM

Barry Pickles hosts this cash-for-tips
column. Here's a chance to show off
your talents - and earn some crinkly
green stuff into the bargain.
What we're looking for are, those

little routines, tips and hardware
modsyou'vediscovered. Don'tworry
if your little wrinkle seems too simple
- it's probably just what someone
else has been looking for. The same
rules apply here as in Beeb Forum.
Short, sweet and as original as possi
ble is the name of the game.
Send your ideas to Atom Forum,

Acorn User, Redwood Publishing 68
Long Acre, LondonWC2E 9JH. Ifyou
want it returned, enclose an SAE. It
should be typed or printed and any
program should be sent on cassette
(with listing if possible).

POPPING

JUMPING out of loops is not a practice I
recommend. It's sloppy programming and
can lead to all sorts of problems. However,
when converting programs from other ma
chines (like the TRS-80), it's sometimes
necessary. Locations 13, 14 and 15 (hex)
in page 0 hold a counter which contains,
respectively, the current depth of nesting
for DO . . . UNTIL, GOSUB . . . RETURN
and FOR . .. NEXT loops. Setting these
locations to zero will allow you to jump out
of such loops. Don't try to use this to
increase the depth of nesting - it won't
work.
With FOR . . . NEXT loops another solu

tion is possible. This is to enclose the loop
that you wish to jump out of within another
loop that will never be jumped out of. When
you jump from the inner loop, the program
will eventually come across the NEXT of the
dummy loop then, as it increments the
counter, it resets the data left by the inner
loop, avoiding an overflow.
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STRETCHING THE

LINE-LENGTH
THE Atom's maximum line-length of 64
characters is limited by the length of the
input buffer at #100. The input routine,
located at #CD0F, uses #52 to check the
number of characters input by setting it to
zero and subtracting it from the Y register,
which is incremented as each character is
input. If the result is 64, a routine at #CD4A
sets up a loop which can be exited only by
pressing the delete key.
Listing 2 allows you to enter program

lines of up to 224 characters and has an
added bonus in that, although any Atom
will execute such long lines, they cannot be
edited properly unless this routine is pre
sent - so you get program protection' as
well! LINK #3CA to enable.
Lines 20 and 30 set up the RDCHVEC to

point to this routine. Line 60 saves time by
checking whether you have input more
than 63 characters. If not, it reverts to the
normal routines. Line 70 checks the Y
register for the new line-length and exits if
reached, causing the routine at #CD4A to
be called. Line 80 checks the ESC key and
line 90 checks for CTRL-X (CAN), resetting
#52 to zero if so. Line 110 is the trick. It
increments #52 with each character en
tered, so that the subtraction process al
ways produces a result of 63, thus fooling
the computer into thinking that there is
always one more space free in the input
buffer.
Finally, a word of warning. This routine

will also allow you to enter long strings
during a program. Don't try it, since it will
overwrite the processor stack!

5REM* Long Lines

10Pst3CASQ"*P+l'3SE

20 LDA@<Q%256>JSTA#2QA

30 LDA6CQ/256) fSTA#2QB

10 JMP<#208)

5 0 JSR4FE94

60 CPY063JBCC P+20

70 CPY8224IBCS P+16

80 CMP@i27?E»EG P+12

90 CMPB24J BNE p+6

100 LDY@25SJSTY*52

HO INC*52JRTSn

120END

Listing 2. The 64-character question
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HERE'S something completely different.
Listing 3 monitors the cassette port and
displays the pitch of whatever it finds as a
continuous graph. Thus, if your tape play
er's output socket does not disable the
speaker, you get something to watch, as
well as listen to. Try experimenting with the
step value in line 20, for different effects.
It's extremely effective on disco music,
which has a pronounced beat, and I've had

Listing 3.

5REMJ Oscilloscope
•tO CLEAR4 J'MOVE 0,0

20 FUX-OT0253 8*S

30 Y*0rF.NMTO10
40 V-Y+?*B002M20
50 N,JY«<Y/3)+lQ
60 DRAW X,Y

7 0 N.JRUN
Listing 4

5REMJ LICHTSHOW

10 CLEAR0rr=:#800 0;CvOS,b

15 B»*8100}P»*Bp02

20 DC) Y=::();X-A,R,K256

25 A=256-XJF,N=1T01G
30 Y=Y+?p&#20tN.

MEMORY

BANK
WHEN I reviewed the BBC Basic conver
sion card last year (February and March
1983 issues) Icasually mentioned the three
'spare' address lines at IC6. Some of you,
apparently, don't know about this so here
goes.
Pins 7, 14 and 15 carry addressing for

RAM at, respectively, #3C00, #2400 and
#2000. RAM chips can be 'piggybacked',
as described in the February 1983 Acorn
User, onto ICs 10-13 (#2000 to #27FF)
and ICs 18-19 (#3C00 to #3FFF), to pro
vide a continuous 8k bank. The lines from
pin 8 of each 1k pair should be taken to the
appropriate pins of IC6. If IC5 is present,
these lines should also be ANDed to pin 1
of that IC. Be careful with your soldering
since the machine will 'hang up' and some

ATOM FORUM

hours of fun playing with it! Tim Pierse, the
author, earns £20 and asks readers to
submit any other routines, especially for
disco effects. I'll start the ball rolling with
listing 4, a multicoloured lightshow. Press
ing Shift causes the colour palette to
change (it sometimes does this at random,
as well) and REPT clears the screen for a
new display. Passages of silence cause
the screen to gradually white out. Have fun!

35 Y=(Y/3M-:L0

40 IFY>100r?p»?pf8

45 G»<50+<Y%3*5>)

50 c-#ff;g,3

55 C=:*A0JG*3

60 C=.-#40JG.3

65 OC«#FF

70a x?t=c;a?t=c

75 X?B«CJA?B-C

78 IFP?~l&#80«0J?P«?p.J8
80 U*?P&*4Q*0JRUN

85bF*N=:=T T0<T+512> S»4
90 !N»-1JNWR«

RAM could be damaged if the lines ever
become disconnected. After adding the
chips, test the new RAM as described in
section 12 of the manual.
If you have the BBC card or the Acorn

disc pack, don't bother adding RAM for
#2000 to #27FF - it's already there!

TRIPLE

SPACING
HERE'S a quick tip for Wordpack users.
You will all know that setting #FE to 255
overrides the linefeed inhibit so that on
printers with auto-linefeed you get double-
line spacing in normal use. What I've only
now realised (I've just done it by accident!)
is that with double spacing selected in
Wordpack this causes triple linefeeds.
Must be of use to someone!
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C000

C22C

C231

C233

C279

C27B

C2AD

C2B2

C2CF

C31B

C325

C334

C3B2

C3C8

C3CB

C3CD

C3E5

C3EE

0406

C40F

C424

C434

C465

C46A

C4DE

C4E1

C4E4

C4F6

C504

C50C

C550

C55B

0566

C575

0589

C5CB

C60B

C62E

0661

0689

C6DA

C6DD

C70C

0714

0722

C72C

0731

0753

C75B

0764

C76D

0774

C77B

0782

C78B

C79A

C7B7

C7D3

C7EF

C80B

BASIC

Tables for decode symbol routines
Get <factor> into location 0FT then ...
Skip comma if necessary
Decode keyword/symbol
Test for '=', error if not
Decode single byte symbol
"NEW"

Start up basic, then ...
Enter immediate mode
<statement>!"THEN"<statement>
"LET"

"PRINT"

"LINK"<factor>
Push (factor), then ...
Set Y=@#52, then ...
Pop number from ace stack into 00,Y .. 03,Y
"<variable> ="(expression)
"!"(factor>=(expression)
"?"<factor>=<expression>
"*" (send rest of line to 0SCLI)
Check if FP ROM exists, C set if it does
Get (variable) number (@=0,A=1 etc.),
C clear if no variable
If next symbol is a <variable>, then
error, else ...
Get (positive number>, C clear if
no number

Test for '=', then ...
Get (expression), then ...
Test for (statement delimiter), then ...
Re-point text pointer, then ...
Test ESC key, go to immed mode if pressed,
return if not

Set up text pointer to following statement
Handle unrecognised (statement)
Go on to next statement
"IF"<testable expression)
"REM"

Print ace no 0 in decimal
Print hex single digits from #45,X to #45
Constants for 'print decimal number' (0589)
Find BASIC line given num on stack; pointer
left in 58,59, C set if found
Set up misc workspace ready for * or /
Do division in misc workspace
Get (expression), then ...
Perform relational tests
(testable expression)
"<relnl expression) AND"<relnl expression)
"<relnl expression) 0R"<relnl expression)
<relnl expression)
"*"(expression)=(string right) (test)
<expression)<relation operatorXexpression)!<
(expression)
"<expression) ( =
"<expression)
"<expression) <
"(expression) >=
"(expression) )
(expression)
"(term) +"(term)
"(term) -"(term)
"(term) !"(term)
"(term) :"(term)
(term)

'(expression) (test)
'(expression) (test)
'(expression) (test)
'(expression) (test)
'(expression) (test)
'(expression) (test)
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ATOM ROM
ROUTINES
by Mark Plumbley

THIS isa disassembled listing ofvirtually all
the routines in Atom Basic and the cassette
operating systems.
Here are a few general notes of

explanation.
In the Basic and assembler routines,

anything which appears in angle brackets!
< >, is a syntactic entity, in the same
format as in Chapter 26 ofAtomic Theory
and Practice. Anything inside double
quotes ("..")has already been recognised,
before calling this routine.
All integer arithmetic is done using a 15-

deep accumulator stack, in page 0 at
#16+X,#24+X,#34+X,#43+X. * Page
zero location #04 contains the pointer to
the next available accumulator, and most
of the routines load this into the Xregister
themselves. For example, before routine
#C97A is called, a <term> has already
been recognised and evaluated, and its
value lefton the accumulator stack. Also, a
+ sign has been found. This routine will
then evaluate another <term>, add it to the
other, and then return, leaving the resulton
the top of the accumulator stack.
The text pointer is held in locations

#05,#06+Y , where Y is held in location
#03. Most routines will load location #03
into Ythemselves, but a few, like #C4F6 or
#C90A, expect this to be in the Yregister
already.
Tokeep the information to a manageable

level, the complete entry and exit condi
tions for all the routines have not been
specified, but it should not be too difficult to
use them, after a little disassembling. Also,
the FP ROM or DOS routines are not
included. All numbers are in hexadecimal.

expression)

continued onpage 125 •
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•4 frompage 123

C813 »<factor>
"<factor>

"<factor>

"<factor>

*"<factor)

/"<factor>
7."<factor)
8t"<factor >

C85E

C870

C87B

C89C

C8B3

C8BC

C8C1

"<factor> ?"<factor>
"<factor) !"<factor>
<factor>

"'<unary plu«
C8C4 Negate number on ace stack
C8DC

CBE1

C902

C90A

C944

C94C

C95F

C973

C97A

C986

C99F

C9BD

<unary plus>!"+"<unary plus>
"<variable>" (extract value)
"ABS"<factor>
"#"<hex number>
(<testable expression))
"?"<-factor> (extract value)
"!*•<factor> (extract value)
"TOP"

"COUNT"

"RND"

Push 00,Y .. 03,Y on ace stack
"LEN"<factor>

C9D2 "CH"<string right>
C9D8 Default BRK handler routine
C9E7 BASIC error routine string
CA24 Handle unrecognised <unary plus>
CA2C Get <expression>, then ..
CA2F Assign variable
CA4C Print a character (with COUNT)
CA51 "LIST"

"NEXT"

"FOR"

"TO"

"STEP"

"GOSUB"<go entity>
"RETURN"

"GOTO"<go entity>
<go entity>
"INPUT"<input section)

CC8E Handle <variable> in <input section)
CCB6 Handle *<expression) in <input section)
CCD2 "UNTIL"<testable expression)
CCF0 "DO"

CD09 Input a line (for INPUT)
CD0F Input a line (for immediate mode BASIC)
CD54 Print a CRLF (with COUNT)

"*"<expression>-<string right) (assignment)
"<variable>!"<factor>—<expression> (assignment)
"<variab1e)?"<factor)=<expression) (assignment>
"END"

CDBC Add Y reg to TOP, set Y=l
CDC9 Deal with BASIC line insertion/removal
CE83 Do rest of "RUN" (from routine at F141)
CE93 "?<factor>"=<expression> (also used by "!")
CEA1 Add Y reg to pointer at #58,#59; set Y=l
CEAE Get =<string right) (ready for assignment)
CEB6 Set up "$"<expression> (ready for assignment)
CEBF Set up string in quotes (ready for assignment)
CEED "LOAD"<string right)
CF0A "SAVE"<string right)
CF28 "EXT"<factor)
CF29 "PTR"<factor) (extract value)
CF3E Get <factor) into Y reg
CF47 "PTR"<factor)=<expression) (assignment)

CACD

CB57

CB81

CBA2

CBD2

CBEC

CC05

CC1F

CC81

CD5C

CD75

CD7B

CD98
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CF5B "BBET"<factor>
CF66 "GET"(factor)
CF7B Get (factor>,(expression> Then PUT LBbyte
CF8F "BPUT"<factor),('expression>
CF95 "PUT"<factor),(expression>
CFA6 "FIN"(string right)
CFA7 "FOUT"<string right)
CFB6 "SHUT"<factor>
CFC5 "SPUT"<factor>,<string right>
CFE3 "SGET"<factor),(expression)

EXTRA BASIC SECTIONS
F000 Tables for <statement> recogniser
F02E Unrecognised <unary plus) (from BASIC)
F03F "<array name>"<factor> (extract value)
F04B Unrecognised (statement) (from BASIC)
F085 "(array name)"(factor)=(expression> (assignment)
F0AE "DIM"Cdim section){,<dim section)}"
F141 "RUN" (from basic keyword decoder)
F14C "WAIT"

F155

F195

F1D5

F1E4

F1F3

F202

F211
F251

F291

F29C

F2A1

F32E

F360

F36B

F376

F37E

F3SE

F3F2

F454

F462

F4S2

F49B

F4EC

F531

F542

F546

F54E

F5B5

F5EB

F61C

F678

F67B

F6C2

F6CF

F6E2

F73B

F754

F76D

F7AA

F7C9

ASSEMBLER

Table of compressed mnemonic (MSB)
Table of compressed mnemonic (LSB)
Table of bit mask for addr modes (LSB)
Table of bit mask for addr modes (MSB)
Table of offset from base for addr modes
Table of no of data bytes for addr modes
Table of base value for mnemonics
Table of addr mode group for mnemonics
Get next non-space character
"1" (back to basic)
" L" " (enter assembler)
":"(label name)
<comment field)
Put variable P in 52,53
Print hex byte, followed by a space
Print hex byte (sets X=FE)
'(assembler statement)
Get addressing mode data and type
"@"'(expression) (immed mode)
"("(indexX)) !"("(expression)) ,Y! "("(expression))
"((expression))",Y!"({expression))"
Construct opcode and data
Handle relative addressing

MORE BASIC SECTIONS
"OLD"

"DRAW"<factor),<factor )
"MOVE"(factor),(factor)
"PLOT"(factor),(factor),(factor>
Plot a line

Plot a line, with (X change)(=(Y change)
Plot a line, with (X change))(Y change)
Plot a point (through vector at #^FE)
"CLEAR"(factor)
Clear mode 0

Tables used to CLEAR modes
Mode 0 point plot routine
Mode 1 point plot routine
Mode 2 point plot routine
Mode 3 point plot routine
Mode 4 point plot routine
Bit table for graphics
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A frompage 127
CASSETTE HANDLING ROUTINES

FD71 Output ascii string after "JSR #F7D1"
F7EC Set reg X=D4, then ...
F7EE Print 2 2-byte numbers from 00,X in hex
F7F1 Print 2-byte number from 00,X in hex, then
F7FD Print a space
F802 Print A as 2 hex digits
F80B Print LSnibble of A as 1 hex digit
F818 Get filename in quotes from command line
F84F Transfer file control block, and test name
F876 Get next non-space char from command line
F87E Convert hex char in A to binary
lall x^^^ *tring from co^and line into 00, X and 01,X (uses 02,X)
rfcJBE Tables of OSCLI commands
F926 Print 'COM?', then error
F92F Load an un-named file
F955 "*FLOAD"
F958 "*LOAD"
F96E OSLOAD

F9A2 Check next block's header, and load block if OK
F9C7 Load block

FA19 ""NO«ON"byte nL"" '* 00'X:01'X and te5t " «1 to 02,X:03,X
FA1A "*MON"

FA20 "*RUN"

FA2A "*CAT"

FA65 Get a hex number, error if none
FA6B Get a hex number, and JMP there (not used)
FA76 Test for end of line, if not then
FA7D Print 'SYN?', then error
FA86 Save un-named file
FABB "-K-SAVE"
FAE5 OSSAVE
FB3B Save a block
FB78 Wait 2 seconds (tone to tape off)
FB7A Wait 2 seconds (tone to tape set by X)
FB81 Wait 0.5 seconds
FB83 Wait X/60 seconds
FB8A Wait 0.1 seconds

frpq r^H header info from taP*> ^d test for un-named file
rBL9 Read name from tape & compare names
FBE2 Read rest of header info
FBEE OSBGET

FC23 Add A to checksum in #DC
FC2B Set load addr to be used
FC38 OSFIND

FC3E Print 'PLAY TAPE', then wait for key
FC40 Print message (depends on A), then wait for key
FC4F Print 'PLAY TAPE', wait for key
FC58 Print 'RECORD TAPE', wait for key
FC63 Print 'REWIND TAPE', wait for key
FCBD Count duration of tape pulse
FCCD Test for change in tape i/p level
FCD8 Wait for 1 falling edge of 2.4kHz signal
FCDA Wait for (X+l) falling edges of 2.4kHz signal

continued on page 130 •
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•4 from page 128

VDU HANDLING ROUTINES
FCEA Write char in A to screen
FD0B Handle ESC or ACK
FD1A Handle BEL (do a bleep)
FD29 Print a non-control character in A
FD44 Switch cursor
FD50 Handle DEL
FD5C Handle BS
FD62 Handle LF
FD69 Handle FF
FD87 Handle VT
FD8D Handle SO
FD92 Handle SI
FD9A LOCK' key pressed
FDA2 Cursor movement keys pressed
FDAE 'COPY' key pressed
FDC0 Other key groups pressed
FDEC Move cursor down, scrolling if necessary
FE2C Add 1 line to cursor position
FE52 OSWRCH

FE66 Wait for start of TV frame sync
FE6B Wait if not during TV frame sync
FE71 Scan key matrix
FE94 OSRDCH

FEC4 Decode control char or key number
FECB Table of control characters
FED7 Table of key-number divisions
FEE3 Table of control char action addrs (#FDxx)
FEEE Table of key-number action addrs (#FDxx)
FEFS Write char in A to printer (if enabled)

MISCELLANEOUS
FF3F Hardware RESET routine
FF9A Table of initial OS vectors
FFB2 IRQ/BRK routine
FFC7 NMI routine

OS CALLS
FFCB OSSHUT
FFCE OSFIND
FFD1 OSBPUT
FFD4 OSBGET
FFD7 OSSTAR
FFDA OSRDAR
FFDD OSSAVE
FFE0 OSLOAD
FFE3 OSRDCH
FFE6 OSECHO
FFE9 OSASCI

FFED OSCRLF
FFF4 OSWRCH
FFF7 OSCLI

MACHINE VECTORS
FFFA NMI vector (points to FFC7)

FFFC Reset vector (points to FF3F)
FFFE IRQ/BRK vector (points to FFB2)

130

Listing of Atom Basic and
cassette operating system ROM

routines
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TRANSLATING
FROM

IT IS apparent from your letters that many
of you, having been weaned on AtomBasic,
find BBC Basic (and other Microsoft-type
Basics) difficult to relate to. Microsoft dia
lects account for about 99 per cent of all
published Basic programs and the pur
pose of this short series is to guide you in
the conversion of such dialects, so that you
can get more out of Acorn User and,
indeed, other magazines and books.
Acorn User in particular offers much

information on programming techniques
which, although written for the Beeb, are
adaptable to the Atom. To whet your appe
tite, take a look at listing 1. This is a
program from the excellent Acornsoft book
Creative Graphics on the BBC Microcom
puter. It's called 'Planets' and is often used
to demonstrate the Beeb's graphic capa
bilities. Now take a look at listing 2, which is
an Atom version of the same program (in
black and white, to retain definition).
To begin at the beginning, table 1 lists

those keywords which are syntactically
identical in both dialects. However, there
are some subtle syntax differences which
can cause problems and you should be
aware of these. From now on, whenever I
refer to BBC Basic you can assume that I
also mean Microsoft Basic, unless I specify
otherwise.
Almost all Basic dialects run faster if

integer variables are used wherever possi
ble. BBC Basic uses the suffix '%' to
denote an integer variable, otherwise it
assumes a real (f.point) value. AtomBasic
is just the opposite, using the '%' prefix to
denote real numbers. Similarly, the Beeb
refers to A$, rather than Atom's $A. You will
occasionally see $A in BBC programs, but
this is used when A has been assigned as a
pointer to a string not stored in the usual
area - in AtomBasic the syntax is identical.
DIM can also cause confusion. On the

Beeb, strings are dimensioned using, for
example, DIM A$(32). A statement of the
form DIM A%(100) can mean one of two
things. It can either be a byte array or it can
reserve a specific block of memory for
machine code - looking at the rest of the
program should elucidate.
Print formatting uses the variable (&%.

but it is much more complex than the
Atom's equivalent. We will shortly be pub
lishing a program to simulate the Beeb
version. The Beeb automatically prints a
new line, unless you tell it not to, by using a
semi-colon - again, Atom does just the
opposite. Numbers prefixed by the tilde
sign (~) are printed in hex, the hash sign
(#) being reserved to denote an immediate
operand in assembler. Just to confuse you,
the ampersand (&) denotes a hex number
in BBC Basic. Line labels are not allowed
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BTO A
Subtle syntax points

separate BBC Basic from
the Atom dialect.

Barry Pickles offers a
conversion kit to those
fluent in AtomBasic

on the Beeb, so if you see the dreaded
GOTO you can speed things up on the
Atom. Variable names, functions and pro
cedures may be named using multiple
characters, upper or lower case. More of
this later.
Now let's look at new keywords that you

may encounter, and what to do about them.
ASC Used in the form ASC(A$), it returns
the ASCII value of the first character in A$.
The Atom equivalent is ?A. Some Basics
have another form: ASC("A"). This returns
the ASCII value of the character in the
bracket. AtomBasic uses CH"A" to perform
the same task.
BGET#/BPUT# Used only in Acorn Ba
sics. The Atom uses the same function but
without the # suffix.
CALL Same as Atom's LINK, except that
the Beeb uses C% to specify the state of
the carry flag and it also sets up a parame
ter block showing the type of variable that
is to be acted upon and the limits of that
variable - you cannot do this from Atom-
Basic, although a machine-code routine
could be constructed.
CHAIN loads and then runs a specified
program. This can be done using *RUN
"<filename>" in the first program provided
you "SAVE the second program so that it
autoruns (see Atom Forum, October 1983).
CHRS returns the ASCII character corre-'
sponding to its argument. Same as P.$(x).
CLEAR clears (zeroes) all non-integer vari

ables and arrays. A two-line subroutine will
do this for us:

10000REM:Clear
10010F.N = #2800TO#288F
S.4;!N=0;N.
10020F.N = #2EBTO#320
S.4;!N=0;N.;R.

CLG Same as CLEARn
CLSSameasP.$12
READ...DATA...RESTORE See Atom Fo
rum, January 1984.
DEF FN/FN(x) No equivalent Atom routine,
so you must either write the function out in
full every time you encounter FN(x), or you
could implement a function evaluation rou
tine, using Bruce Smith's Extended Basic
article in the December 1983 issue.
DEFPROC/PROC(x,y,z) Use a GOSUB,
but watch out for local variables.
DIV simply means 'divide by'.
SOUND/ENVELOPE If you have the Atom
sound board (see the May 1983 issue), you
may translate these; otherwise you'll have
to make up your own effects. SOUND
parameters are channel/volume/pitch/dur
ation. ENVELOPE parameters conform to
the 14 registers of the sound chip.
EOR means 'exclusive OR".
ERL/ERR—See ON ERROR
EVAL Same as VAL.
EXP means exponent. Atom uses
FALSE/TRUE A logical variable. FALSE
has the value 0 and TRUE is -1 (see page
31 of the manual and Atom Forum, January
1984).
GET/GET$/INKEY/INKEY$ All perform the
function of reading the keyboard. Those
with the $ suffix store the key's ASCII value
as a string variable. GET waits for a key
press, while INKEY(n)waits for n/100ths of
a second, after which it returns a value of
-1 if no key was pressed. INKEY with a
negative parameter looks only for a speci
fied key whose ASCII value is the parame
ter. Atom Forum for June and November
1983 give equivalent routines.
INPUTLINE A keyword peculiar to the
Beeb, giving a new line for each iterr) of

ABS ACS AND ASN ATN COLOUR COUNT

COS DEG DRAW END EOF FOR GOSUB

GOTO IF INPUT INT L..EN LET L.N LOG

HOVE NEXT OR' PI RAD REM RETURN

RND SGN SIN SDR STEP TAN THEN TO

TOP VAL UNTIL

Table 1 Keywords common to BBC Basic and AtomBasic
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m

input. You can do this, using the location, before entering the function/ sub- control or use an Atari-type joystick on the
character. routine, and recover the value on return. user port.
INPUT# This gets bytes from tape and LOMEM/HIMEM On the Beeb these indi- GCOL This is a colour manipulation corn-
returns them in the specified variables. The cate the lowest and highest addresses that mand for which there is no Atom equiva-
first argument is the file handle. You will can be used by a Basic program. LOMEM lent, the graphics chip on the Beeb being
have to use multiple BGETs for this. is equivalent to 718*256. There is no Atom very sophisticated and having more col-
LEFT$/RIGHT$/MID$ See page 61 of the equivalent of HIMEM, which is usually ours. You will have to make the best of it
manual. We'll shortly be publishing a rou- manipulated to protect machine-code you can. If you are using an RGB monitor,
tine to add these words to AtomBasic. above it from being overwritten. You will you could imitate a kind of GCOLusing the
LOCAL A powerful function, allowing you just have to be careful. circuit in the October '82 issue,
to declare that the variable(s) used in a ADVAL This reads a value at the Beeb's Next month we'll finish off the keywords
function shall be local to that function and A/D port, normally from a games paddle, and look at VDU calls. In the meantime,
retain their original values outside it. Also Most games don't need a true analogue, have a lookat some of the Beeb programs
used in procedures. The way round this is since control is of the up/down/left/right in this issue and see what you can make of
to assign the variable to a specific memory variety. Convert the program to a keyboard them. •
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10 REM Planets

2 0 MGDE.1.

30 VDU5

4 0 REPEAT

50 VDU29,RND(100 0>+100J
RND<80Q)+10QJ

60 LC%*RND<3)

70 SIZE%»RND<1S0)

80 SIZES%«SIZE%*SIZE%

90 F0RY»-SrcE%T0SIZE%STEP4

100 X%»SQR< SIZES*-Y3E*Y%)

110 X2%~2*X%

120 F0RI%»-X%T0X%STEP4

130 IF RND(X2%)-X%<I% THEN

GCOL0,LC% ELSE GCOL 0,0

140 PLQT69,I%,Y%

150 NEXT IX, YX

160 VDU19,LC%,RND<7>?0J
170 UNTIL FALSE

Listing 1. 'Planets' program in BBC Basic (©Acornsoft 1983)

10REM Planets

11REM CONVERTED FROM

12REM BBC BASIC BY

13REM * 1983

2QCLEAR4

40DO

50 M~A*R4%17Q+20

55 N«A*R4%170+20

70 S»A#R.%2S+1

80 Q-S*S

9 0 F*Y»-8 TO S

100 Z^SQR(Q-Y)KY)

105 IFZ-0 Z«l

110 W*«2*Z

120 F Z TO Z

130 IF(A.R»X(W)-ZXI G,b

140 PL0T13,<I+M>,(Y+N)

150b N* JN*

160LU0

Listing 2. AtomBasic version of 'Planets'
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ATOM I

ATOMISING
BASICODE

WHEN Basic was first devised at
Dartmouth College 20 years
ago it was never envisaged as

an all-purpose language. However,
with the development of large scale
integrated circuits (silicon chips) and
the advent of the microcomputer, Basic
was seen as an easy-to-use first
language - and, more importantly, as
easy to implement. Unfortunately, in
order to cope with the increasingly
sophisticated facilities provided on
micros, each manufacturer has
'enhanced' Basic in his own way, so

ABS AND ASC ATN CHRS COS
DATA DIM END EXP FOR GOSUB
GOTO IF INPUT INT LEFTS LEN LET
LOG MID$ NEXT NOT ON OR PRINT
READ REM RESTORE RETURN
RIGHTS RUN SGN SIN SQR STEP
STOP TAB TAN THEN TO VAL

Table 1. Basicode keywords

there are now many 'dialects' of the
original language, all only partly com
patible with each other. Perhaps the
most extreme example was Atom-
Basic, which, although very powerful,
was so different that it almost consti
tuted a new language.
In this climate the Dutch radio net

work began broadcasting in 1979 a

series of programmes for the growing
number of micro enthusiasts. The
series was soon carried by NOS (the
Dutch equivalent of the BBC's World
Service) and each broadcast included
a software transmission for one of the
popular micros.
It was soon realised that the problem

of incompatibility was hindering the
effectiveness of the broadcasts. Klaas
Robers, a Dutch enthusiast, proposed a
common language with a common
cassette OS, which could be used by
several machines. This became known
as Basicode. Later he and Jochem Her
mann improved the system to become
Basicode-2, which has been in use
since January 1983 and has been
adopted by the BBC for its regular soft
ware transmissions in the Chip Shop
programmes.
Basicode-2 has three elements. The

language itself is based on a common
subset of Basic (see table 1). The trans
mission of code is at 1200 baud, using a
protocol similar to that of the BBC
micro, and each receiving computer
must use a software patch to modify its
own COS. The third element is a series
of common sub-routines to deal with
the problem of different micros per
forming such tasks as clearing the
screen, positioning the cursor, etc, in
various ways (table 2). When called,
these perform the same tasks, but the
code is specific to the host machine.

Barry Pickles gives
the background, then
G R Spray makes it
work with the Atom

To implement Basicode-2 on the
Beeb or Electron you need a kit which is
available from the BBC at £3.95. It con
tains a manual and the translation pro
gram for each of the popular micros.

100 clear screen; home
cursor

110 move cursor to x,y
120 find cursor position
200: INKEYS
210 as 200, but waits for

keypress
250 bell
260 generate random

number
270 report bytes free
300 convert number to string
310 as 300, but with

formatting
350 output string created by

subroutines 300/310 to
printer i

360 as 350, but followed by
< CR>

20000-24999 user subroutines specific
to host machine

25000-29999 DATA statements
30000-32767: REM statements

Table 2. Basicode standard subroutines

The Atom is not included among these,
but we show you how to implement
Basicode on it below.
The Basicode-2 kit is available from

Broadcasting Support Services, PO
Box 7, London W36XJ.

ROUTINES FOR DOWNLOADING BASICODE, by G R Spray
THIS program (listing 1) enables the
Atom to load Basicode programs as
transmitted by BBC Radio 4, and con
verts the data to a listing in the lower
text space.
Basicode is transmitted at 1200

baud. A modification to the OSBGET
vector substitutes a suitable routine
and restores the vector to normal at the
end of loading. Bytes are transmitted
with the most significant bit (MSB) set,
which is then marked out by the com
puter to restore them to their correct
ASCII character values. Data is pro
ceeded by a Start byte, #82 (= #02 STX).
The end of program line marker is ---8D
( = #0D CAR.RET.), and the last Byte
is #83 (= 1103 ETX).
Line numbers are transmitted as
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ASCII characters, so use of the check
list routine to verify correct loading will
produce incorrect line numbers at this
stage.
The Translate and move routine

corrects for the STX and ETX charac
ters. It places //FF at the end of text, and
converts the line numbers to their
correct binary values. The program
may then be listed as normal. Some
translation is also affected to change
the statement delimiters from : to ; and
substitute the print statements ; with a
space.
The machine code is located at

-96C0 to leave maximum space for the
data to be stored from //8200 onwards,
but may be relocated by changing the
value assigned to M.

Load routine
Line 60 uses a routine labelled BB0 to
set OSBGET to operate at 1200 baud,
and the //FC4F is called to print the
message 'PLAY TAPE'. Line 70 uses
the OS routine of //FFD4 to get the byte,
sets the MSB to zero and stores the
data in the graphics memory area. Line
90 checks for the CTRL key to end load
ing, as the ETX marker is not recog
nised by the Atom.

Checklist
Lines 110 and 120 look for #0D followed
by #03 to end Checklist branching to
Lines 130 and 140 to output to screen or
generate CR/LF as required.
Line 160 checks for the CTRL key to ter
minate.



10 PRINTS12" atom-basicode
20 @=0jPRINT"PLEASE WAIT "''
30 DIN BB8,NN16;M=#96C0
40 F0RI=0T016;BBI=M;NNI=M;NEXT
50 PRINT*21jF0RI»lT02}P=M
55 REN LOAD' ROUTINE
60 [LDA(§!0;STA#82;LDA<§#82;STA#83; JSR B

BO;JSR#FC4F
70 iJMNIO JSR#FFD4;AND@#7F;LDY<£<#0;STA<

#82),Y
80 INC #82;BNE NN11;INC #83
90 :NN11 LDAttBOOl; AND<3#40;BNE NN10;JS

R BBS;RTS
95 \ CHECKLIST ROUTINE

100 :NN12 LDA@tt01;STA#S2;LDA©#82;STA#8
3;LDY@0

110 :NN13 LDA(#82>,Y;CMP@#OD;BNE NN14;
INY;LDA(#82),Y

120 CMP@#03;BNE NN15;RTS
130 :NN14 JSR#FE55;JMP NN16
140 :NN15 DEY;JSR#FFED
150 :NN16 INC#82;BNE NN17;INC#83
160 :NN17 LDA#B0015AND@#40;BNE NN13;RT

S

165 \ TRANSLATE & MOVE ROUTINE

170 :NNO LDY@0;STY#03;STY#04;STY#05;ST
Y#83;STY#85

180 LDA@#2B;STA#86;LDA@#82$STA#06;LDY#
03

190 :NN1 LDA(#05),Y;CMP@#02;BEQ NN3
200 :NN2 INC#05jBNE NN1;INC#06;BNE NN1
210 :NN3 INY;LDA(#05),Y;CMP@#0D;BNE NN

2;INC#05;BNE NN4;INC#06
220 :NN4 LDY#03; LDA (#05) ,Y; CMP€>#3B; BNE

NN5;LDA@#20; BNE NN6
230 :NN5 CNP@#3A;BNE NN6;LDA@#3B
240 :NN6 LDY#83;STA(#85),Y;INC#03;INC#

83;CMP@#OD;BNE NN4

:
ATOM

250 LDY#03; LDA (#05 > ,Y 5CMP@#03; BNE NN7
260 LDY#83;LDA<a#FF;STA(#85> ,Y;RTS
270 :NN7 LDX@0;LDY#03;JSR#C465;DEC#04;

LDY#83;LDA#25;STA<#85),Y
280 INY;LDA#16;STA<#85>,Y;INY;TYA
290 CLC;ADC#85;STA#85;BCC NN8;INC#86
300 :NN8 LDA#03;ADC#05;STA#05;BCC NN9;

INC#06

310 :NN9 LDA(§#00; STA#03; STA#83; J MP NN4
320 :BBO LDAQBB 17.256; STA#214; LDAGBBi /2

56;STA#215;RTS

330 :BB1 STX#EC;STYWC3;PHP;SEI
340 :BB2 LDA©#7E; STA#CO
350 :BB3 JSR#FCBD;BCC BB2;INC#CO;BPL B

b:
360

370

380

:BB4 LDA@#14;STA#C4;LDX@0;LDY#B002
:BB5 JSR#FCCD;BEQ BB6
:BB6 BEQ BB7;I NX

390 :BB7 DEC#C4;BNE BBS;CPX@#03;R0R#C0
;BCC BB4
400 LDA#CO;PLP;LDY#C3;LDX#EC;PHA;CLC;A

DC#DC;STA#DC;PLA
410 STA#801E;RTS

420 :BB8 LDAGttEE;STA#214;LDA@#FB;STA#2
15;RTS;]
430 NEXT;PRINT*6$11*11
440 PRINT"LINK #"S<N" LOAD DAT

A" '

450 PRINT"LINK #"3<NN12" CHECKLI

ST" '

460 PRINT"CTRL STOP LOAD/STOP CHE
CKLIST"'

470 PRINT"LINK #"3<NN0" TRANSLATE
S< MOVE" ' '

480 PRINT" *SAVE ""BASICODE"" "&M" "
8<P

490 PRINT''

Listing1. This program enables the Atomto load BBCRadio 4's Basicode transmissions. Barry Pickles show you how to run them (below)

Translate and move
Lines 190 and 200 look for #02, Line 210
looks for #0D, looping until found.
Lines 220 and 230 check for •--•3B (;) and
substitute a space, and for #3A (:) sub
stitute//3B (;).
Lines 240 and 250 look for #0D followed
by #03 and terminate if found.
Line 260 adds #FF to the end of the text.
Lines 270 and 280 use #C465 to change
the line numbers in the data from ASCII
to binary, recovering them from the
workspace stack at #25 and #16.

1200 baud routine
Line 320 redirects the OSBGET vector,
lines 330 to 410 use the standard Atom
routine modified for 1200 baud, with a
visible indication of loading.
Line 420 restores the vector to normal.

Procedures
Load this program and run to assemble
the machine code. Note the addresses
displayed as Link routines, *SAVE the
m/code, and then press Break.
Do not execute OLD but LINK# as

required to the Load routine, respond
to the prompt and play the Basicode
program as recorded.
Press the CTRL key during the five-

second tone at the end of data. The

machine code loop will exit when the
tone finishes.
You may now LINK# to the Checklist

routine to verify that the data is loaded
and converted to ASCII characters.
Checklist may be terminated by the
CTRL key.
Then LINK# to the Translate and

move routine to complete the opera

tion. Note that an error code may be
generated after this sequence. This
should be ignored.
Also note that the Atom-Basicode

listing has now been overwritten,
hence the need to 'SAVE the m/code
portion as described earlier, and to
note the routine addresses before com
mencing the operation.

COMPLETING THE CONVERSION, by Barry Pickles

G R SPRAY's program (listing 1) gives
you the ability to load Basicode pro
grams, but you still need to do some
work before they'll run.
Basicode 2 uses a series of standard

subroutines to overcome the problem
of compatibility. These are written in
machine-specific code to perform stan
dard functions. Listing 2 gives the Atom
version. It should be entered at #2900.
Note that lines 98 and 998 consist of line
numbers followed by a single space.
This is because when entered, this pro
gram must produce a value for TOP of
;-2B02, so these dummy lines give you
some margin to adjust TOP, by adding
or deleting spaces.
Basicode 2 follows a certain syntax

and some conversion will be required.
First you must record the Basicode

transmission (instructions for this are
given just before the transmission
starts). Now load listing 2, but do not
run it. Then load the assembled code
from G R Spray's program and run this
by linking to the three routines. Once
done, press Break, followed by Old and
End. On listing you should see listing 2
with the Basicode program appended
to it (from line 1000). Now you can
undertake final conversion.
First, you'll see that Basicode vari

ables are two characters long. Numeric
variables are also real (ie. f.point)
numbers, unless preceded by INT, and
must be assigned a starting value.
From line 1000 onwards, make
separate lists of the numeric or string
variables and assign an Atom-type
variable to each - if you run out of vari-
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ables, use arrays and DIMension them
in line 10.
The following variables are reserved

by Basicode for use in the standard
subroutines. Their Atom equivalents
are given in brackets and you must not
use them for any other purpose in con
version:

HO (H)- cursor column pos
ition
cursor row position
•bytes free (Adjust line
270 if you have
memory above -3C00)

SR (%S)-numeric variable to
convert to string
random number
single character input
string

SBS(SS)-string created from
%R

VE(V)
FR(F)

RV(%R)
INS ($l)

Two other variables, CT and CN, are
reserved by Basicode - these may be
removed in conversion. Variable P is
keptfor the Atom standard routines and
may not be assigned by the user.
Strings are manipulated as in BBC

Basic - see the Atom manual for the
equivalent routines. READ and DATA
should also be converted, either as
suggested by the Atom manual or by
the routine given in Atom Forum on
page 135, January 1984. Other non-

lREMrpart 1
2REM:reserved variables
3REM: F,H,V,I,%R,%S,S,P
4REM

10DIMS9;P=#21C;P.$21;[
11JSR#FE71;TYA
12ADC@#20;STA#80
13RTS;JSR£FFE3
14STA#80;RTS;];P.$6
15I=#22C;?#22D=13
16G.1000
20DIMA;R.
98
99REM:standard subroutines
100P.$12;R.
110!#DE=#8000+(32*V)
111?#E0=H;R.
120V=(?#DF*256+?#DE)/3 2
121H=?#E0;R.
200LINK#21C;?I=?#80
201IF?I=45;?I=13
20 2R.
210LINK#225;?I=?#80;R.
250P.$7;R.
260%R=A.R.%1-1;R.
270F=#3C00-T.;P.F
271P."BYTES FREE"';R.
300STR%S,S;R.
310STR%S,S;R.
350P-$2$S$3;R.
360P.$2$S'$3;R.
998
999REM: main program

Listing 2. Atom Basicode standard sub
routines - enter at -2900.

ATOM

Atom keywords used will convert as
shown in my previous articles on con
version to BBC Basic.
Very occasionally, you may find

strange subroutines in lines 20000-
24999. These are specific to the
machine they were written on, but the
Basicode protocol requires that their
use is fully explained in REM state
ments-such subroutines are generally
frowned upon and rarely used. Should
you find yourself running out of
memory, any line number higher than
29999 may be deleted without affecting
the program, and (since only text is
allowed) line 10 may be preceded with:

9?35 = 0;?36 = //82

to reallocate DIM space.
Screen format is agreed to be 40 x

25, so you may need to play around with
print statements to make it look neat.
Once the conversion is complete (it

usually takes longer to describe than to
do), run the program and, if all is well,
save the lot (including lines 1-100) in
the normal way.
Finally, please note that although

Basicode implementation programs
are public domain, the copyright on
transmitted Basicode programs re
mains with the author, and they may not
be reproduced without the permission
of the author and the BBC.

BEFOREYOU BUYANYPRINTER
CONTACT

mm
THE PRINTER PEOPLE

Wewill beatany genuine advertised price for dot
matrixand daisywheel printers. Ring 01 -482 1711 for
prices, or call in for demonstration and technical
advice. Complete after sales service available.

PERSONALCALLERS
WELCOME.
From 9.00am to 6.00pm
Monday to Friday
10.00am to 1.00pm
Saturdayand Sunday.

Datastar Systems U.K.
Unicom House,
182 Royal College Street,
[NearCamden Town
Tube/Camden Road Rail
Station)
London NW1 9IYIM.









































































CORNFORUM
In this forum for owners of Acorn micros, Mike Barwise presents asimple way of setting up printers

and an OSWORD emulator for the Atom

PRINTER
SET-UP

Here is aneat program (listing 1on page 180)
by John Dalton from Newcastle, to set up
Epson-compatible printers (see figure 1) - at
last you can display your database in those
elusive upside-down inverse italic superscript
Japanese characters!
I leave it to John to explain how to use the

program . . .

Much applications software nowadays needs
the printer to be set up before use - for
example, with databases or spreadsheets. This
usually means rummaging through the printer
manual searching for little-used codes such as
margin settings orcondensed superscript, and
soon, which can bevery error-prone as well as
being time-consuming.
With this in mind I have written a small

program which is entirely menu driven and
allows quite complicated printer settings to be
entered in a few seconds. The program was
written on a BBC B with Acorn DFS 1.20.
To operate the program use the up and

down cursor keys to run up and down the
menu. Select a particular printer code by
pressing the Return key. As a reminder that
you have selected this code an asterisk is
printed to theleft ofyourchoice. Tocheck that
the printer has accepted the codes press the
Tab key, which will print out the character set
several times. To exit the program press the
Escape key.
The program as it stands is configured for

my printer which is a Canon PW-1080A but
since this is Epson-compatible, the codes
should apply to all Epson printers except the
NLQ ones.
In any case I have written the program in

such away that the codes can be easily changed
or altered to suit personal tastes, which isdone
by altering the data statements between lines
1040-1360. There is only room for 16 sets of
printer codes - this is due to the constraints of
the mode 7screen, but16 should beenough for
most applications.
As an example for entering the data, the

printer code forsuperscript is:
ESC'S" + 0

which translates to:
VDU 1,27,1,83,1,0

for the BBC micro. Since the program will
178

! " £$•/.?< ' ()*+,-. /012345678
pqrstuvwxyz Ci 3~ ! " £$'/.&' ()
abcdefghi j klmnopqrstuvw>:y
RSTUVWXYZCX :\.; abcdefghij

!"£$?<(&» ( )*+, -./012345678
pqrstuvwxyz{!}" !"£$%&'()
abcdefchidklmnopqrstuvwxy
RSTUVWXYZ [\] ~_-- abcdefehij

! "£$7.?<'<>*+,-. /0123456789: ; <=
!" £$7.2<' ()*+,-. /0123456739 :;<=>
"£$"/..!< '()*+,-. /0123456789: ; <=>?

!"£$X8r'O*+t-./01234567B9:; <=>?§ABCDEFGHIO
EFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVHXYZtM '̂abcdefghijklanc
jklanopqrstuvwxyztir

!"£$"/.?<' ()*+,--. /012345678
pqrstuvwxyz { !}*• !"£*%& ' ()
abcdefghij klmnopqrstuvwxy
RSTUVWXYZHXT'-.J abcdef ghi j

!"£*7.&'()*+,-. /012345678
pqrstuvwxyz*!}'4' !"£$7.&' ()
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy
RSTUVWXYZ LAD~_* abcdefghij

!"£$"/.?<' <) *+, ~./012345678
pqrstuvwxyz C13~ !"£$'/.& '()
abcdefghij klmnopqrstuvwxy
RSTUVWXYZCN :•'-_'abcdefghi j

/"£$'/.<% • ()*+,-. /012345678
pqrstuvMxyzif}"* /"£$%&' ()
abcdefghi jklmnopqr stuvwxy
RSTUVHXYZC\JA _'abcdefghij

!"£$%&'()*+,-./O12345678
p qrstuvwx yz C!> ^ !"£$"/.& ' ()
abedefghij klmnQpqrstuvwxy
RSTUWXYZCX ]-r rabcdefqhij

M X J K l_ M ivi o F' G3R: S ~
f3 qrst.uvw>i -y~zz -G

&*. tacdef ghi Jl l-=: 1 r
-K-hh- 9 .._ m y c, :L -^345^

RSTUVWXYZC\ II

! " £*'<ta< * < > •»*•*• , —• . /Ol 234U676

pqrMtuvwuyx t I >~ ! •• £H*V.IU • <>

*bcd»fghi .1kl mnopqr-«-tui-vvMMV

RBTUVWXYZ CN 3-„_- abcQufghij

Figure 1. Different typeeasilyachieved

handle the Is and27s, only the83 and the0are
of importance. Therefore enter:
1220 DATA Set superscript on
1230 DATA 83|0*

The token separators | and * are purely
arbitrary and only tell the program when to
split the numbers up (,') and when the data
finishes (*).
Another example is where a value is expect

ed such as in setting up the line spacing. The
printer code for setting line spacing to n/72
inches is:
ESC "A" + n

which translates to:
VDU 1,27, 1,65, l,n

for the BBCmicro. Here the 65and the n are of
importance. Enter:
1300 DATA Set line spacing, (n/72) inch.
1310DATA 65|n*

In thiscase having the lowercase 'n' in thedata
statement will instruct the program to prompt
you for an input from thekeyboard.
Another point to note is that the first data

statement should be theprinter reset code (in
this case ESC "@" or in the program DATA
65*), because the program sends this code to
the printer when it is first run, cancelling any
previous settings. It is always available on the
menu in case any mistakes are made when
settingup the printer . . .
The program has some very neat touches.

The printercontrol codes are storedinDATA
statements at theendof the program: to allow
users to include whatever different numbers of
code sequences they want, the program starts
by establishing the number of DATA state
ments present.
Some codes (for example, set margin) in

clude a parameter (n) in the DATA statement
which causes a prompt on execution fora one
time value.

This is a nice piece of control coding, and
elicits some well-deserved beverage tokens!

OSWORD BY ANY
OTHER NAME

Richard Darby from Welwyn, Herts, has sent
me a very interesting Atom routine (listing 2
on page 181) whichprovidesa function similar
to the BBC micro's OSWORD (talk to FDC
call). While it will only work with the Intel
8271 controller, it's still of considerable inter-
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est as it allows the disc system to be used as
more than just a super-fast 'cassette' or pro
gram loader. I hope to provide a list of
function entry addresses for the Atom 1770
FDC (ADOS) in a future Acorn Forum in
Acorn User in the near future.
Meanwhile, I pass you over toRichard for a

description of the mechanism of his
routine . . .
This routine emulates the OSWORD call on

the BBC micro. A data blockmust be set up to
contain all the information needed by theFDC
to access the disc.
The address of thisblock may be specifically

chosen, or it could bedimensioned from Basic
- 20 bytes should be more than enough for our

purposes (for example, DIM B20). The con
tents of the data block are:
Base address Contains the drive number,
usually 0 unless you have another drive (eg,
?B= 0).
Base + 1 to 4 Start address in memorywhere
data is to be transferred to or from. Four bytes
are reserved but only two needed for the
address (eg, B!l +#8300). Note, the minimum
amount of data transferred is one sector or 256
bytes.
Base + 5 Number of parameters needed by
the command (eg, B?5 = 3).
Base + 6 Command byte. For most com
mands, bit 6 should be set, ie, op code for the
command plus #40, so Read data becomes #53;

10REM #****#*****#****************************^'K'****
2<~»REM * PROGRAM TO EMULATE BEEB OSWORD CALL *
30REM * WHICH ALLOWS DIRECT ACCESS TO 8271 FDC *
40REM * *
50REM * <C) R.J. DARBY DECEMBER 1985 *
60REM #**#*#****************************************
70 DIM LL8,C5
80 F=0:@=4
90 IN. " "ASSEMBLY ADDRESS"S
100 IN.'"OFFSET? (Y/N)"*C
110 IF $C ="N" G.140
120 IN.'"OFFSET ADDRESS"F
130 F=F-S
140 F.N=0T08;LLN=£2600;N.
150 F.N=1T02
160 P=S
170C
180 STX£D7 ;STY£D8
190 LDA@(LL0+F)-/-25& ;STA£D5
200 LDA@(LL0+F>/256 ;STA£DS
210 LDA£EE
220 LDY§0

230 LDA<£D7):
240 LDY@5
250 LDA(£D7).
260 STA£A4
270 LDA(£D7)
280 AND££3B
290 LDA©£1C
300 BEQ LL7
310 LDA(£D7)
320 CMP@£30
330 LDA(£D7)
340 CMP@£12
350 JSR£E792

;PHA

;STA£EE
;CLC
;ADC@6
:INY
;5TA£AD
;BEG LL7
;BIT£AD

;AMD@£30
•BEQ LL6
;AND©£12
;BN£ LL1
;JMP LL2+F

360:LL1 LDA(£D7),Y;ANDG£OA
370 CMP@£0A ;BNE LL3
380:LL7 JSR£E796
390:LL2 LDY@1
400 LDA(£D7),Y
410 STA£F6
420 LDA(£D7) ,Y
430 STA£F7
440SLL3 JSR£E77A;BNE LL6
450 JSR£E75B
460:LL6 LDY06
470 JSR£E7D2
480:LL5 CPY£A4

490 INY
500 JSR£E809
510:LL4
520 INY

;SEC
;SBC@1
:INY
;SBC(50

;LDA(£D7),Y

•BEQ LL4
:LDA(£D7)?Y
;JMP LL5+F

JSR£E226:JSR£E7E4
;STA(£D7),Y
;STA££E

\STORE BASE ADDRESS OF DATA BLOCK
\ST0RE ADDRESS OF RTS

\PRESERVE CURRENT DRIVE NO.

\GET DRIVE NO.

\GET NO. OF PARAMETERS
\ADD 6 AND STORE
\GET COMMAND BYTE, STORE
\SCAN DATA?
\FORMAT?

\SPECIAL REGESTERS?

\READ?
\INSTALL READ NMI ROUTINE

\WRITE?
\INSTALL WRITE NMI ROUTINE

\SEED TRANSFER ROUTINE WITH
\SOURCE/DEST. ADDRESS

\IS DRIVE RUNNING?
\LOAD HEAD
\GET COMMAND BYTE
\LOAD COMMAND BYTE
\L0AD PARAMETERS

\GET COMPLETION CODE
\ST0RE IN DATA BLOCK
\RESTORE DRIVE NO.530 PLA

540:LL0 RTS

550D
560 N.:P.'''
570 E.

LINK ADDRESS £"&SH

Listing 2. Richard Darby's OSWORD call emulator for theAtom
ACORN USHR JULY 1986

Write data becomes #4B, (eg, B?6 = #53).
Base + 7 1st parameter.
Base + 8 2nd parameter.
Base + 9 3rd parameter.
The parameters required for reading and

writing arc:
Parameter 1 Track No. (logical) (eg,
B?7 = 2<track2>).
Parameter 2 Start sector No. (logical) (eg,
B?8= 0 < sector 0>).
Parameter 3 Bits 5 to 7 indicate sector size(bit
5 always set for 256 byte sectors). Bits 0 to 4
indicate number of sectors to beprocessed (eg,
B?9 = #24 < 4 sectors >).
Having set up the data block, the base-

address is passed to the FDC access routine via
the variables X and Y, which contain respec
tively, the low and high byte ofthe data block
base address.
If the routine is used from within a machine

code program the Xand Yregisters should be
set before theJSR isperformed.
LINK (or JSR) to the start address of the

routine which then passes the command and
parameters in the data block tothe floppy disc
controller causing it to access the disc. On
return from the routine the completion code
will be found in the byte following the last
parameter byte in the data block.
If all is well, the completion code is zero; if

non-zero, the completion code will give the
reason for failure. Most codes are explained in
the Disc Pack manual as disc errors, one
exception being #12 which indicates a write
protected disc.
This routine was written for use with the

original Atom DOS and supports all 8271
commands. Detailed information on com
mands, parameters and their uses is best ob
tained from the 8271 data sheets. The use of
BBC micro protocol allows easy translation of
Beeb programs for use on the Atom.
Helpful articles on the use ofthe BBC micro

OSWORD call for access to the floppy disc
controller (FDC) chip canbefound in theMay
1984 (p87) and October 1984 (p81) issues of
Acorn User . . .
I would like to point out the very neat

method by which Richard has overcome the
assembler targctting problem of the Atom. His
use of offsets to labels in absolute instructions
such asJMPallows thecode to beassembled to
an execution target different from the object
code storage point.
This allows you to create code for an

EPROM at #A000, for example. Well done
Richard! A not insignificant emolument is
heading yourway asa reward
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Listig 1.Setsup Epson-compatible printers

10 REM Acorn Forum
20 REM Printer style selector
30 REM by John Dal ton
40 REM for BBC B/B+/M
50 REM (c) Acorn User July 1986
60 :

70 ON ERROR GOTO 950
80 RESTORE: I7.=0
90 REPEAT READ a*,a*
100 I7.= I7.+1:UNTIL a*="END"
110 item7.= I7.-2
120 MODE 7

130 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
140 PROCinit
150 FOR I7.=0 TO 1
160 PRINTdbV Printer Command Selecto

r"

170 NEXT

180 PRINTTAB(1,22)bd*"Press <Return> t
o make selection"

190 PRINTTAB(l)bd*"<TAB> to test print
, <ESC> to end"

200 VDU 28,0,21,39,3
210 FOR I7.=0 TO itemX
220 PRINTTAB(0)ylSTAB (4) "("CHR* (I7.+65)

")."mg$" "a*(I7.,0)
230 NEXT

240 PROCinput<0)
250 Y7.=0:X7.=2
260 REPEAT

270 up7.=FALSE:down7.=FALSE
280 VDU 31, XX,YX, 135,93,31, X7.+6,Y7., 91
290 a*=GET*

300 IF a*=CHR*&D PROCinput (Y7.)
310 IF a*=CHR*9'PR0Ctestpiece
320 IF a*=CHR*&8B AND Y7.>0 up7.=TRUE
330 IF a*=CHR*&8A AND Y7.<item7. down7.=T

RUE

340 IF up7. OR down7. VDU 31,X7., Y7.,32,32
,31,X7.+6,Y7.,133

350 IF down7. Y7.=Y7.+1
360 IF up7. Y7.=Y7.-1
370 UNTIL FALSE
380 END

390 :

400 DEF PROCinput (17.)
410 VDU 28,1,21,39,19,12
420 j*=a*(I7.,l)
430 VDU 2,1,27
440 J7.= l

450 REPEAT
460 f*=""

470 REPEAT

480 d$=MID*(j*, J7.,l)
490 IF ASC(d$>>47 AND ASC(d*)<58 f*=f*

+d*

500 IF d$="N" VDU 3:f *=FNspec (17.) :VDU
2

510 J7.=J7.+ 1

520 UNTIL MID*(j$,J7.,l)="i" OR MID$(j*
,J7., 1)="*"

530 F7.=VAL(f*)
540 VDU 1,F7.
550 UNTIL MID*(j*,J7.,l)="*"
560 VDU 3

570 CLS

580 VDU 28,0,21,39,3
590 IF I7.=0 FOR H7.=l TO 15: PRINTTAB (1,

H7.) " ".-NEXT ELSE

600 PRINTTAB (1,17.)"*";
610 ENDPROC

620 :

630 DEF FNspec(I7.)

640

650

660

670

680

690

700

710
720

730

740

750

760
770

780

790
800

810

820

830

840

850

860

870

880

890

900

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

980

990

1000

;ERL
1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

1110

1120

1130

1140

1150

1160

1170

1180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

PRINTa*(I7.,0)
VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
INPUT"Enter Value >"g*
VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
=g*

DEF PROCtestpiece
VDU 2

*FX 3,10
FOR D7.= l TO 3
FOR A7.=32 TO 126
PRINTCHR$A7.;
NEXT
NEXT

PRINT'

*FX 3,0
VDU 3

ENDPROC

DEF PROCinit
*FX 4,1
DIM a*(item7., 1)
RESTORE

FOR I7.=0 TO item7.
READ a*(I7.,0),a*(I7.,l)
NEXT

yl*=CHR*131:mg*=CHR$133
bd$=CHR$132+CHR*157+CHR*131
db*=CHR*141+bd*
ENDPROC

REM Error Handling Routine
ON ERROR OFF
*FX 4,0
*FX 3,0
VDU 3,26,12
IF ERR017 REPORT:PRINT" at line

IF ERR=17 PRINT"Printer Set"
END

DATA Reset Printer to Default
DATA 64*

DATA Set NLQ on
DATA 40*

DATA Select Elite Style
DATA 3311*

DATA Select Condensed Style
DATA 33!4*

DATA Set Emphasised printing on
DATA 69*

DATA Set Double Strike on
DATA 71*

DATA Select Italic Style
DATA 52*

DATA Set Underlining on
DATA 45!1*

DATA Double Width Printing
DATA 87il*

DATA Set Superscript on
DATA 8310*

DATA Set Subscript on
DATA 83 51*

DATA Select British Character set
DATA 82!3*

DATA Set Uni-directional printing
DATA 85!1*

DATA Set Line Spacing (n/72)in
DATA 65 in*

DATA Set Left Margin (n)
DATA 108!n*

DATA Set Right Margin (n)
DATA 81 in*
DATA ***,END,***
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MCOBN FORUM
Mike Barwise and David Johnson Davies introduce notes for Atom and Electron users

including screen dumps, booting, converting machine code and Tak functions

Little has been offered recently on these
pages for the Electron and Atom users
among us. This was not due to any policy
decision, but rather because nobody sent
me anything suitable. This month I am
redressing the balance with a listing and
some Atom and Elk hints.
First of all some notes on submissions to

these pages. I get lots of submissions which
can't be used for various reasons:
l.They use unusual hardware configura
tions.
2.They use facilities in less common utility
ROMs that most users don't have.
3.They duplicate features already
documented in the User Guides or Adv
anced User Guides.
4. Hand-written listings without accom
panying disc or tape.
Unless your listing is really only a max

imum of say 10 short lines long, I need a
disc or tape. Otherwise I spend all my time
typing in and debugging listings, which is
impossible. Lines of 255 characters are not
on either. Remember the width of a col
umn: ideal lines should be about 24 charac
ters long including the line number, but
lines up to 40 characters are acceptable.
Also, printstatements containing strings of
spaces are horrid for readers to type in
correctly so use TAB or the SPC operator.

Atom users are alive and well

ATOM
SCREEN DUMP

Our first item is for the Atom, and comes
from John Ferguson, whom readers will
remember for his information on the Intel-
graph VDU board. It is a very nice screen
dump (listing on page 195), which gets
round the Atom problem of having only a
ACORN USER NOVEMBER 1986

immrrvtvxwnnn M

9:; <=>?
EFGHIJK
QRSTUVW
"Jt<-% abc
i j k1mn o p
u v w x y z < |
"::$xs<' < >
./01234E
:;< fe»?@f
FGHUKLf
RSTUVWXV
•tf abode
jklmnopqrstu
vwxyz<|>~

"«$«&' <>*H[t<-' a b c d e f
89:; < =>?@RBC g h ijklmno
PijRSTI IWldXV7rlD a KJSt. HUUX
456789:;< =>?@AB
CDEFCHIJK* "•'•-•'-••-•

>?LiflBCICFG
HIJKLMNOPG
RSTUVWXY2C
sD'N-'ab'-de
fghljklmno
pqrstuvwxy

mat-

<>*+,-./012
:< =>?@ABCDE
SOPQRSTUVWX
ibcdefghijk
UVW XU Z { I ) ~

Atom screen dump

seven bit printer port. His printer is a
Kaga, which is Epson compatible, but the
listing is sufficiently well annotated to
allow Atom users with different printers-to
modify it to suit.
As anexample of thedump quality, John

has sent me a screen from Alan Knowles'
very fine Screen ROM. The dump can use
almost the whole width of the paper by
doubling up dots in both directions. A
very nice piece of programming, and well
worthy of the crinkly brown ten pound
note (computer printed cheque) we're
sending you, John.

CONVERTING
ATOM CODE

Next there is an appeal from Phil Tee of
Birkenhead for information on converting
Atom machine code to Electron. Well,
Phil, it's not quite like that. The machine
code is all the same, it's a question of
whether or not the writers have made calls
to routines in the OS ROM of the source
machine. If so, you will have to find these
calls and duplicate their function. This is
done by either finding an equivalent
routine in the OS ROM of the target
machine, or by writing a suitable routine
yourself. You'll probably have to do quite
a lot of studying before you feel at home
doing this. There is no 'conversion prog
ramme' to do it. It would not be impossi
ble to produce one, but probably imprac
tical. The depth of knowledge of both
machines that would be needed, and the
sheer size of the resulting program, make

this a non-starter in commercial terms.
Your real hope is to go through your

source machine code and annotate it, mak
ing sure you really understand what each
routine is doing, then write a new program
on the Electron to do the same job. All I
can do is wish you luck - it's a massive
task!

BOOTING
THE ELK

A small but important tip from Graham
Dean of Darwen, Lanes, about Electron
expansion. His Electron Plus 3 system
running disc was expanded by the addition
of a Plus 1 recently. For simplicity, he
keeps all his ROM cartridges plugged in all
the time.
Graham has found that in order to allow

the auto boot to function properly, the
first line of the booted file must be 10
BASIC, otherwise the Elk crashes. As far
as he knows (or I know) this is not
documented anywhere. Well, now you
know

LACK OF
MEMORY

Now a word of caution for the BBC micro
user about the 1770 DFS and ADFS utili
ties. It is not obtrusively documented just
how much usermemory someof these use
up. Let's take Format as an example.
The 1770 DFS stores its track data file

from &2000 to &2D02, and the ADFS
stores its from &3000 to &49F2. This
means that if you find you have run out of
formatted discs just after writing your
program, you have a problem - formatting
a disc will destroy the program. There is
no fix for this except to make sure you
have a formatted disc before you start
programming.
In all fairness to Acorn, there is a single

note of this problem in the supplementary
notes sheet to theDisc System User Guide,
but it's easy to miss. You have been
warned!
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Acorn forum
This month Mike Barwise gets his teeth into mode 6 stripesjocating faulty RAMs,

an Atom program emulator and as Electron print style selector

KILLTHAT
MODESIXTIGER

A really neat tip here from Cad Delworth
ofEdinburgh. Hewas using mode 6with a
coloured background and user-defined
characters, and got fed up with the stripes
between the text lines. Cad found out that:
VDU 23,0,9,7,0;0;0;

removes the stripes and gives you a clean
image on screen.
The mechanism here is that in mode 6,

characters are programmed to a height of
eight scan lines including a couple of
permanently blank ones (which you can't
write to). Cad's VDU call readjusts this to
only the six active lines, thus eliminating
the stripes. Cad points out (correctly) that
the resulting screen will roll, due to the
total frame time no longer matching the
standard 50Hz frame rate. His solution is a
second VDU call:
VDU 23,0,5,8,0;0;0;

which in fact trims the 'horizontal total'
register frame.
Nice one, squirrel. Your reward is a

portrait of Wellington (not the same as
getting the boot!).

LOCATING FAULTY
RAM

Stefan Dahlin came from Gothenburg in
Sweden to see us at the Acorn User Show,
where he mentioned a problem with the
RAM on his issue seven BBC. It sounded
like a RAM fault to me, so I suggested he
try reading and writing known data to this
page to prove it.
Stefan wrote to me recently to confirm

my diagnosis, but he has a new problem,
the RAM is faulty, but which of the chips
need replacing?
Good point, Stefan, and here is your

answer. The Beeb uses 4516 or 4816 16k
RAM chips. As each byte contains eight
bits, there are eight chips associated with
each 16k block of memory. This means
that there arc two sets of eight chips in the
32k micro: the first set covers addresses
from &0000 to &3FFF, and the second
from &4000 to &7FFF. The first block (in
bit significance order: bit 0 to bit 7) is
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1986

located at IC61 through IC86, and the
second block at IC53 through IC60.
As there are eight chips per byte, it is

important to find outwhich chip is the bad
one, or you will have to replace them all,
which is wasteful. Write a little routine
which stores a sequence of bit changes at
each location, and reads it back each time.
The routine should print out any attempts
where the written data and the read back
data do not match. You could, of course,
write all values from zero to 255 at each
location, but this is very slow and quite
unnecessary: writing a one (bit zero set)
followed by a two (bit one set) is good, but
writing a three (bits zero and one set) is
silly, because you have just tested both
these bits. Your series of 'poke' values
should therefore be: 0,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128.
This series toggles each bit to a one in turn.
Leave some time between writing to the

byte under test and reading from it, as a
bad dynamic RAM can sometimes fool you
for short periods. So the structure of the
best routine will be, for each value, write
to all locations; read and compare from all
locations; if there is a discrepancy, then
print address, written byte and read byte;
if not continue.
As each value chosen points to a specific

bit in the byte, the address and bad value
will indicate which bit, and therefore
which chip is duff.
In order to test all the RAM, the routine

will have to be in machine code without
any system calls and must test system
locations without permanently destroying
their contents.
Of course the central processing unit

stack (page &01) cannot be tested, as you
should not turn off the interrupts. I would
like to see some readers' solutions to this,
so get your thinking caps on and send in
your discs and listings.

ATOM
VARIABLE STACK

Atom enthusiast Dirk Wreidt earns himself
a tenner for a very nice utility (all the way
from Germany) which allows the Atom
programmer to emulate the Local state
ment on the BBC micro, and much more
besides (listing 1). Dirk has provided a 127

level integer precision variable stack which
works like the 6502 machine stack, it is a
LIFO or 'Last On, First Off stack. He has
intercepted the Atom CLI and added the
two additional commands :>PUSH and
::'PULL. Each call is followed by one or
more variable names (integer only, @
through Z) using a comma as a delimiter
between variables.
Dirk points out that, as the stack is a

LIFO, you must pull in reverse order the
items you previously pushed, but it is
perfectly acceptable to fiddle with the
order, and this can be used to interchange
values between variables.
The ""PUSH and ::'PULL commands can

be followed by any number of variables,
separated by commas. These commands are
gained by intercepting the vector of the
command line interpreter at #206, #207
and therefore have to be preceded by an
asterisk.
The whole thing is enabled by linking to

the start address of the m/c, in this case
#3B00. As it stands, the stack is able to
take 127 values. If that is not enough, you
can extend it up to 255 by changing lines
280 and 660. The program can only be
relocated by changing zero in line 260 and
re-assembling the code, as there is a vector
changed.
The machine code program is 187 bytes

long and it uses two bytes in the zero page,
#90 and #91. Location #90 contains the
stack pointer, and #91 is a temporary store
for the X register. The array ZZ1-ZZ4
contains the addresses of the stacks for the
four bytes making up an integer variable.
This is quite a neat bit of assembler

programming. My only minor grouse is
that the CLI is re-entered at the COS
(tape) handling point, so this routine will
need to be modified for use with disc
systems. This is not strictly a fair objec
tion, however, as I happen to know that
Dirk does not have disc.
The modification would not be enor

mous, however, to make the routine work
with either system. If the CLI vector
content is picked up and stored on entry to
the routine, it could be used as an exit
target to either COS or DOS, depending
on which was in use at the time.
Perhaps someone would like to submit

an update along these lines?
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100REM VARIABLE STACK COMMANDS
110REM FOR THE ACORN ATOM
120REM BY DIRK WRIEDT FEB '8&
130REM NEW COMMANDS :
140REM *PUSH X,Y,Z,...
150REM *PULL XfYrZr...
160REM £90 CONTAINS STACK POINTER
170REM LINK LLO OR LINK £3B00 TO ENABLE
1B0REM ERROR MESSAGES :
190REM 67 STACK OVERFLOW
200REM 130 STACK UNDERFLOW
210REM 179 AND
220REM 184 ERROR IN VARIABLE LIST
230G0S.m

240E.

250mREM ASSEMBLE CODE
2600=£3B00;@=0
270DIM ZZ4fLL13
280F.L=1 TO 4;ZZL=0-L*128,-N.
290F.L=0T013; LLL=0;N.
300P.*21
310F.L=1 TO 2;P=0
320 C

330:LLO\ INIT
340LDA @<LL1X256)
350STA £206
360LDA @<LLl/256)
370STA £207

380LDA @0

390STA £90

400RTS
410:LL1\ NEW CLI

420LDA SO \ DELETE
430STA £DD\ 'FLOAD' FLAG
440LDA £100
450CMP eCH"P" \ FIRST LETTER
460BEQ LL2
470JMP £FBEF\ NOT P => OLD CLI
480:LL2\ 1ST LETTER OK
490LDA £102 \ 3RD LETTER
500CMP @CH"S"
510BEQ LL3
520CMP @CH"L"

530BEQ LL7
540JMP £F8EF\ NO SUCCESS, OLD CLI
550:LL3\ PUSH
560TXA\ SAVE X REG.
570PHA

580LDX §0
590:LL4INX \ SEARCH
600LDA £100,X \ FOR
610CMP @32 \ BEGIN OF
620BNE LL4 \ VARIABLE
630INXX LIST
640-.LL5JSR LL11 \ GET NEXT VARIABLE
650LDA£90 \ TEST
660CMP@127\ FOR
670BNELL6
680BRK\ OVERFLOW !
690:LL6
700INC £90\ INC STACK POINTER
710LDY £90
720LDA £322,X \ COPY
730STA ZZlfY \ VALUE
740LDA £33D,X \ OF
750STA ZZ2,Y \ VARIABLE

760LDA £358,X \ TO
770STA ZZ3,Y \ TOP
780LDA £373,X \ OF
790STA ZZ4,Y \ STACK
800LDX £91 \ CONTINUE

810INX \ WITH

820LDA £100,X \ NEXT
830INX \ VARIABLE

840CMP eCH"," \ IN
850BEQ LL5 \ THE LIST
860PLAX RESTORE X REG.

870TAX

880RTS\ EXIT

890:LL7\ PULL

900TXA

910PHA

920LDX @0

930:LL8INX

940LDA £100,X
950CMP @32

960BNE LL8

970INX

980-.LL9JSR LL11 \ NEXT VARIABLE

990LDY £90 \ CHECK
1000BNE LL10 \ FOR
1010BRK \UNDERFLOW !
1020:LL10 LDA ZZ1,Y\ COPY
1030STA £322,X \ TOP
1040LDA ZZ2,Y \ OF
1050STA £33D,X \ STACK
1060LDA ZZ3,Y \ TO
1070STA £358,X \ VARIABLE
1080LDA ZZ4,Y
1090STA £373,X
1100DEC £90 \ DEC STACK POINTER

1110LDX £91 \ CONTINUE

1120INX \ WITH
1130LDA £100,X \ NEXT
1140INX \ VARIABLE

1150CMP @CH"," \ IN
1160BEQ LL9 \ THE LIST
1170PLA \ RESTORE

11B0TAX \ X REG.
U90RTS \ EXIT
1200:LL11 LDA £100,X \ SUBROUTINE :
1210SEC \ CALCULATE"
1220SBC @65 \ OFFSET
1230BPL LL12 \ FOR
1240BRK \ NEXT

1250:LL12 CMP @26 \ VARIABLE
1260BMI LL13 \ AND
1270BRK \ CHECK
1280:LL13 STX £91 \ WHETHER
1290TAX \ IN
1300RTS \ RANGE

13103

1320N.

1330P.*6

1340C=0

1350F.L=0 TO P-l
1360C=C+L*?L

1370N.
1380IF CO£13046181;P. '''*7"CHECKSUM ERROR
1390P.'" *SAVE ""VARSTACK"" "?<0" "&P»*11
1400R.

Listing 1. Allows the Atom programmer to emulate the Local statement on the BBC micro
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The Marconi trackeroall; a mouse on its back

'quadrature' system, ie, the two pulse
trains are 90 degrees out of phase.
The technique allows direction to be

interpreted: if pulse train one leads pulse
train two, one direction is inferred, and if
two leads one, the opposite direction is
inferred. The direction is determined either
by software, as on the BBC micro, or by
special logic hardware. The result of either
approach is loaded into an up/down coun
ter, the content of which is normally the
absolute cursor position on a given axis.
This increments and decrements as the ball
rotates, but the absolute value in the coun
ter is at any time modifiable by the micro.
The ball has no end stops, so to home the
cursor, for instance, the micro clears both
counters to zero, regardless of the position
of the ball. The result is a very controllable
cursor: its speed and screen area coverage
depend on the combination of real-time
modifiable software control and direct re
sponse to the ball movement.
The real place where icons, mice and so

on are essential is the multi-megabyte
workstation. If you have a CAD (compu
ter aided design) system with a choice of
4096 graphics colours, specifying a colour
by name is obviously difficult. A sequence
of colour patch palettes across the bottom
of the screen can be traversed by a mouse-
controlled cursor with great ease and
speed. There is no reason, however, why
they should not beapplied and used on the
home micro, subject to the normal mem
ory demand considerations.

SPRITELY
ATOMS

Atom enthusiast Robin Tucker from
Aldershot has sent me a nice sprite gener
ator program (listing 1 on page 57). It
allows generation of sprites up to 16 by 24
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pixels, and automatically produces left-to-
right transposition and colour inversion in
Atom mode 4. The resulting sprite library
can be saved to disc, and sprites can be
moved on a byte shift basis by the accom
panying move subroutine (listing 2).
The program displays a design box with

a movable pointer on each axis. Pixels are
plotted at the co-ordinate intersect of the
two pointers.
The sprite generator program is sub

divided as outlined below: lines 10 to 399
handle display and keypress/function inter
preter. Labels are as follows:
a initialise and assemble key capture code
b check pixel pointers in bounds
c clear pixel pointers
d plot colour pointer
e plot sprite pixel and also the transposed
sprite pixel
f copy sprite to stored set
g copy transposed sprite to stored set
h plot stored sprite pointer
i copy pointed stored sprite to design box
j invert colour of sprite and transposed the
sprite
k copy pointed stored sprite to transposed
design box
1clear design and transpose design boxes
m save sprite set to disc
n load sprite set from disc
0 clear sprite set from screen
p quit program.
The keys used are as follows:

Pixel pointer -
Zleft
X right
[up
/ down
C change colour
1plot sprite and transposed sprite pixels
@ save sprite to set
/ save transposed sprite to set
H move sprite set pointer
R transfer sprite to design box
4 transfer sprite to transposed box
3 invert sprite and transposed sprite
7 clear design boxes
M save sprites to disc
D clear screen
Q quit program
The sprite mover works on a byte wide

copy (exclusive OR) basis, line by line of
the sprite. The entry parameters are:
#85 '(Y reg) the width of the sprite in
whole bytes
#84 (X reg) depth of sprite in pixels
#80/#81 vector containing address of top
left byte of current sprite position

#82/#83 vector containing address of top
left byte of desired sprite position.
This is a very reasonable effort, both in

concept and programming, so thanks
Robin, we're sending you a tenner. One
improvement would be a sprite mover
which worked on a pixel shift increment in
the horizontal axis.
Any readers with such a routine are

welcome to send it in.

VIDEO
VARIATIONS

In Decembers Forum, I presented a neat
tip from Cad Delworth which enables you
to use mode 6 with a coloured background
and user-defined characters, without the
white stripes between the text lines. This
fix elicited two responses, the first from
Patrick Black in Cumbria. He asks whether
there is a similar fix for the Electron.
The mechanism of the BBC micro fix is

applicable solely to the BBC micro imple
mentation of the 6845 (6545) CRTC chip,
so you will have to determine the Electron
video display mechanism to find a solution.
Unless I'm mistaken, the Electron does not
use the 6845 CRTC anyway, so I can't
really advise. Any reader who has solved
this problem might like to send in their
answer. Sorry about that, Patrick.
Graham Patterson sends in the second

point. On his monitor/BBC micro com
bination, he had to adjust the major (inte
ger) horizontal total register of the CRTC,
as the total adjust register does not provide
a sufficient range.
His solution is:
VDU23,0,9,7,0;0;0;
VDU23,0,4,38,0;0;0;
VDU23,0,5,0,0;0;0;

This is not surprising. It is nothing to do
with the BBC machine, but is a result of
the differences between monitors. Practi
cally all monitors have a bit of latitude in
thevertical synchronisation which provides
a stable frame. Several American micros
(eg,TRS80) put out 60Hz video frame rate,
but the average British monitor (designed
for 50Hz frame rate) can lock to it. Gra
ham mentions that his micro is 'rather
ancient'. If his monitor is of similar age, it
may be a little out of adjustment. This is,
however, the sort of detail that you expect
to have to set up for yourself, so don't
worry if your gear needs different values
again: experiment until it is right.
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TXS
JSRtestlow ram

where 'test high RAM' is asubroutine that tests
RAM as in themain program from &130 to
&1FF, and 'test low ram' is a similar sub
routine that tests from &100to &12F.
This routine is really neat. Resetting the

stack and pushing the old stack pointer on the
stack itself is about as imaginative a dodge as
you could think up. The only restrictions are a
maximum active stack of 208 bytes, and a
limitation of45 bytes available tothe RAM test
routines and current interrupts. This covers
about six nested interrupts plus asafe margin,
or say five plus three nested subroutine calls
plus a safe margin, so it should never pose a
problem. The interrupts should probably be
turned off briefly while the stack pointer is
beingmanipulated.
There are lessons for many ofus inthis piece

of programming: itwas obviously thought out
first, then keyed in. Most part-time program
mers key in from cold, so they never get to
work out the details until a vast octopus of
code is already throttling them at their desk.
Let'sseemore submissionslikethis!
Martin Sohnius has asked that this routine

be treated as 'public domain'. In otherwords, it
can be freely copied and distributed as long as
credit is given, and itis not charged for.

ASSEMBLERAND
ATOM EDITOR

Ian Stewart of Liverpool gets ten quid for a
neat set of routines which allow Atom
assembler and Basic files to be edited on the
Bearsoft Editor. Theroutines areshortenough
to be preloaded to pages £28 and £29, where
they are safe from corruption and can be
accessed via the 'Q' command from within the
Editor. Ian is actually the first Editor user to
submit any routines for use under 'Q',

10Z=£3000
20IF Z?l=255 G.60
30D0 Z?l=32;Z?2=32
40Z=Z+3+LEN(Z+3)

50U. Z?1=255
60Z?2=4

70EDIT

Listing2.Replacesall linenumbers

although the Editor has been around for almost
two years!
Disc users could alternatively ::"RUN them

at £2900 directly from disc. The routines
themselves are fairly standard, but the use of
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them in this context is really well thought out.
The first routine (listing 2) replaces all the

line numbers inanassembler program at£3000
with spaces, so that the line numbers cannot
corrupt the Editor screen. It should be run
before entering the Editor, but after the Editor
has been loaded from disc or the Editor ROM
has been selected onyour paging system. All
normal features ofthe Editor may then be used
to modify and correct the assembler file. When
you are happy with it, you run the second
routine (listing 3) by hitting 'Q' and answering
the prompt with the base address ofthe routine
(£2800 or £2900). This exits from the Editor,
does a conventional renumber in incrementsof

10?£202=£D8;?£203=£C9
20!£208=£FE94FE52
30P.*27,*12,*27
40Z=£3000
50A=10;B=10
60IF Z?1=255 END
70D0 Z?l=A/255
B0Z?2=A;A=A+B
90Z=Z+3+LEN(Z+3)

lOOU. Z?l=255
110?18=£30;0LD

Listing3. Exits from theEditor

10, and sets PAGE and TOPto point to the
assembler at £3000.
The only proviso is that the program must

be written outside the Editor, so that it ends
with £OD, £FF. Listing 2 adds the 04 which
the Editor needs asaterminator, and theEditor
display will show two back-arrow terminators.
Don't delete these two ever, or the whole
mechanism will fail.
A dummy program of one line could be

created in Basic and transferred to the Editor.
This would allow all program writing to be
done using Editor facilities.
I suppose the same technique could be used

on a Word Pack, except that the routines
wouldhave tobeauto-run from disc, andI'm
not quite sure where you would in fact store
them. The Word Pack 'Q' command appears
to have been an attempt at this kind offeature,
but all that copying back and forth did cause
some problems.
I am sure lots of you are sitting on little

routines and ideas of this kind. You probably
think they are too simple tobe ofinterest. As
here, though, aneat application is frequently as
valuable as an original piece ofprogramming.
The actual program is only a tool. Touse my
favourite (over-worked) analogy: there is a
finite limit to theuseful alternative shapes of a
hammer, but someonewho can find a newuse
forahammer ispretty clever.

VIRTDAL MEMORY
INATOMBASIC

My question in the September '85 Forum
about how to run Basic subroutinesfrom disc
under the control of Basic has elicited two
identical solutions. One isfrom John Cozens
of Reading, and the other, from Malcolm
Constantine of EastGrinstead.
They each get afiver for coming up with the

answer, which makes use of the subroutine
labels in Basic.
John's solution is shown in listing 4. The

two programs in listing 5should be saved on
disc asOLAY1and OLAY 2 before running
listing4.

lOOGOS.b
110?£38E=£82;?£38D=3
120REM sets 38D/38E to

PAGE+3
130*L0AD OLAY1
140*DIR
150G0S.a

160G06.D
170*L0AD 0LAY2
180*DIR
190G0S.a

200G08.D

210END
220bP.'"Control Progra

m"*;R.

Listing 4. Virtualmemory program

Malcolm'sversionisalmostthe same,which
is interesting in away. Each overlay program is
loaded in just before itis used. ^^_

lOOaREM program one
HOP.$12

120P."Program One"'
130RETURN

lOOaREM program two
HOP.$12

120P."Program Two"'
130RETURN

Listing5. OLAY land OLAY2

This approach works by using the Atom's
ability to execute Basic in a text space it is not
pointing to, via a label call. Basic programs of
up toadisc capacity in length can be executed
segmentally inthis way.
These are good examples ofthe simplicity of

neat programming. The definition of the
problem is usually a greater task for the
programmer than thecoding.
It is a pity that most published notes

concentrate almost exclusively on coding for
individual machines rather than on methods of
defining problems.
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CORNFORUM
David Atherton introduces a selection of readers'

advice and insights into the Acorn micros

BINARY
CONSTANTS

Andrew Piskozub from Bradford has been
working on extending Basic. Not for him
the simple task of adding a new keyword:
Andrew has implemented a new number
base, bringing the binary representation of
numbers, as used in Microsoft Basic, and
latterly BBC Basic 5, to BBC Basic ver
sions 1& 2. Andrew points out that this is
particularly useful in assembler where bin
ary values often make more sense, especial
ly when performing logical operations like
AND and OR.
With Andrew's extension to Basic instal

led, you can directly type such commands
as LDA #%10100101 or PRINT
%11001111. Andrew has also provided a
reverse translator; just as tilde (~) is to
ampersand (&), so pound (£) is to per cent
(%).A slight difference is that ~ 200 is still
a number, witness the necessity to use
STRS to turn it into a string, whereas
Andrew's £ operator converts directly into
a string. So AS=£15 would work, A$
becoming '1111'. Leading zeros are strip
ped automatically.
To use the program, type in listing 1 in

the yellow pages and run it. It will save
machine code program called 'BINARY'.
This should be *RUN before attempting
to use the new operators. The extension
will stay in force until Break is pressed. It
may be reinstated b ping CALL &CBF:
you may like to program that into key 10.
The program resides at &C00, but you can
assemble it anywhere else by altering the
value of code%.
The program will only work with Basic

1 and 2. The prime source of information
on theBasic ROM, Mark Plumbley's Adv
anced Basic ROM Guide from Adder Pub
lishing, predates the Master's Basic 4, so I
don't know the entry points for this ver
sion of Basic. If anyone has worked out the
same entry points for Basic 4, I would be
most interested to hear about it.
This is an excellent demonstration of

how to graft on an extension to Basic. The
routine works by intercepting the BRK
vector and checking for either of the new
symbols whenever error 26 'No such vari-
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able' occurs. If neither symbol is found,
control is returned to the ROM via the old
BRK vector.
For the '%' symbol, Basic's integer accu

mulator is first to set to zero. The binary
number is then read in, and the carry flag
cleared for an ASC("0"), and set for an
ASC("1"). The carry is then shifted into
the integer accumulator, and this loop is
repeated for each binary digit. Finally the
stack is cleared, and the accumulator is
loaded with zero, indicating that the result
of the expression evaluation was an integer,
before returning to Basic. If a "'£' is de
tected, the expression following is evalu
ated by calling the Basic ROM's expression
evaluator. If the result is real, it is con
verted into an integer. The binary repre
sentation is now formed by saving an
ASC("0"), or ASC("1"), in the string accu
mulator for each of the 32 bits in the
accumulator. Any leading zeros are then
removed, a special check being made for an
integer value of zero. Lastly, the length of
the string is stored in zero page, before
loading the accumulator with the code for
a string result and returning to Basic.

ATOM
TIPS

When the BBC switched off the national
405-line television service a few years ago,
(younger readers mayconsult their parents
at this point), one of the reasons given for
discontinuing the service was that a trans
mitter in Humberside had been out of
action for three months, and they hadn't
received a single complaint! When the
Archimedes was listed on the cover of
Acorn User, something had to give - but
did anyone notice? Martin Coffey may
now make computer history by being the
author of the last hint ever published for
the Acorn Atom.
Martin points out that CTRL-B, CTRL-

C, CTRL-F and CTRL-U are often used
within filenames in commercial software.
This makes cataloguing the files difficult.
The following short routine disables the
effects of these codes, and allows you to
see a normal catalogue of printable charac
ters only. The program can be assembled

anywhere safe; just change the value of P,
and the last four digits in the number
#FE94xxxx.
To disable the control codes, just enter

and run the listing below:
10 REM Kill control c

odes BCFU

20 REM by Martin Coff
ey

30 REM for Atom ONLY

40 REM (c) Acorn User

Jan 88

50 :

60 P=#8200;C
70 PHP;PHA;CLD;STY #E

5;STX #E4
80 JSR #FCF2;PLA;LDX

#E4;LDY #E5
90 PLP;RTS;1
100 !#208=#FE948200

DECLARINGVARIABLES
Dave Instone has been converting some
Commodore Basic programs to run on the
BBC micro. This Basic, like may others,
doesn't require you to initialise variables
before use. The first time you try, say, to
PRINT X, a value of zero is automatically
assigned. Strings are automatically initial
ised with a null string. BBC Basic does
require initialisation otherwise you get a
'no such variable' error. Dave has been
experimenting, and has found a method
slightly shorter on space if, say, you are
initalising a couple of dozen variables.
Instead of using:

A=0: BB'/.=0: C=0: D=0: E=0
:A$="":B*=""

use the following:
DEFPRDCdecl are (A, BB7.)
LOCAL C,D,E,A$,B*
ENDPROC

and invoke PROCdeclare - or in this case
PROCdeclare(0,0) - at the start of your
own program.
This works because when BBC Basic

creates a local variable for which there is
no global equivalent, a global version of
the variable is also created and set to zero
or a null string. It doesn't make 'any
difference if the variable is declared in a
local statement or as part of the procedure
parameter block, both work.
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